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Mer ger
deb ated
•
aga in
By Rachel Gagne
The futures of the Memorial
Union Student Organization
(MUSO) and the Student Committee on Popular Entertainment
(SCOPE) are still uncertain.
Despite the Student Senate's 169 vote Sunday night against the
proposed merger of the two
Student Activity Fee (SAF) funMUSO
organizations,
ded
President Brian Ray plans to ask
the Senate to rescind its vote this
Sunday.
"I don't think the senators understood· . the intent of the
proposal,'' Ray said. ''We need a
more coordinated program--now
there are scheduling problems in
theMUB."

The motion to merge, discussed
for about two hours last Sunday,
polarized SCOPE members, who
the
keeping
favored
organizations separate, and
MUSO members who pushed for
theSPC.

Ray made his rescinding
motion at yesterday's SAF Council meeting, when the group voted
a second time to recommend the
merger to the Senate. A week ago
the SAFC had voted 8-2 for the
cmttralized Student Programming Committee (SPC) designed
by Ray.
Tom Myatt, speaker of the
senate, said to reconsider the
SPC merger the Senate will
require a two-thirds majority
vote Sunday night. And passing
the SPC concept would require
another two-thirds majority.
Ray said there is a need to reopen the debate because "the
SAFC opinion was dropped too
quickly Sunday.''
Chairman-elect of the SAFC,
Dave Coldren, said he would attend Sunday's meeting to
represent yesterday's SAFC's 113-2 vote. Coldren said one
problem last week. was that no
· one attended to speak for the
SAFC.

This Sunday Coldren intends to
voice the SAFC's favorable
opinion of the SPC merger, if the
Senate rescinds its previous vote,
and is prepared to convince the
other SAFC members to attend
the meeting to be heard.
But Myatt said it is possible
Ray and Coldren will not have the
chance to re-open the discussion.
The senators may not approve
the debate again by a two-thirds
vote, Myatt said.
SCOPE President Steve Norman said he hopes this indecision
in the programming organizations will not continue
indefinitely. "We'll be there Sunday night-again. I just don't
want it to drag on. We have to get
our budgets formulated."
Norman said he is prepared to
"do whatever we have to do"
Sunday night. "But I think most
of the arguments have already
been made."
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Bar ney Si~l free ci
on a tech nica lity
The indictment did not allege
By Laura Meade
The New Hampshire State At- all the elements of the crime of
torney General's office dropped robbery, Keefe said.
apparently
state
"The
first degree murder and armed
robbery indictments against agreed," Boeckeler said. "It
former UNH freshman Barney didn't object to the motion."
According to Gregory Smith,
Siel Wednesday. However they
will seek a new indictment, ac- deputy attorney general, it was
cording to Richard Keefe, clerk decided to drop the case and reof Strafford County Superior draft the felony murder indictment instead of going through
'
Court.
Siel, 19, a Pittsfield, NH with the case under the present
resident, was indicted earlier this indictments.
"It's -a technical difficulty,"
month on charges of the Nov. 14
beating death of Joseph Wood- Heed said. He further explained
side, 35, while engaged in rob- that there was a recent case law
from the New Hampshire
bery.
"He (Siel) allegedly used a Supreme Court over murder
beer mug in both instances," said during the course of a robbery.
Certain technical words have to
Peter Heed, assistant attorney
be present, according to the law,
general.
The charges were dropped af- otherwise the indictment would
ter a hearing Wednesday. On not withstand appeal, he said.
"We want to nip it in the bud,"
Jan. 15, the defense filed two
motions, according to John Heed said. "The prosecution is
Boeckeler, one of the defense at- going to go forward. We're going
tornies. The two motions included back to the grand jury at the
setting aside the fitst degree earliest possible date."
The grand jury reconvenes
murder indictment and the robApril 1, Keefe said, although -it is
bery indictment.
''Our motion said the in- l><>ssible to ask for a special grand
dictment was insufficient," Jury hearing. No such request has
Boeckeler said. "It didn't fully been made yet, he said.
Siel was arrested less than 19
and plainly and substantially and
Tuesday night's small snowstorm cast a gentle white veneer on formally tell the accused what he hours after the body of Woodside
was found off a path near the
the campus and surrounding towns. For students' reactions to had to meet."
Wilderness Trails Sport Shop by
the end of the snow drought, turn to page three. (Nancy Hobbs
two students. At the time, he was
photo)
a freshman economics major,
Draft may he reinsta ted
living in Stoke Hall.
Siel has since withdrawn from
the University, according to
University officials.
Siel had been out on $100,000
Long said if the draft was intlie Soviet Union, and movement
By Brendan Dubois
bail since the end of .November.
Response to President Jimmy to activate-the Selective Service stituted now, he would expect The
c<)urt actions Wednesday
draft has to be part of that response. most students would not protest
for
call
Carter's
released him from bail
also
it.
against
reluctantly."
but
it,
support
I
registration and the possibility of
s, a spokesman at
committment
support,
expect
fairly
I
"Now,
Long
History Professor David
the draft's return is divided at
said he thought there was some but in a few months, if things the courts said.
UNH.
Woodside, a transient said to be
"I don't think draft registration sense for a standby, ''but I hope it quiet down and nothing's im- from
Maine, had been seen in and
the
try
they
then
and
minent,
he
necessary,'
become
doesn't
is a bad idea, but I think it's being
local bars the afternoon
of
out
he
protest,''
some
see
can
I
draft,
used as a threat against the said.
and evening before his murder.
"What I don't like is the said.
Russians," said junior Chris
Some students believe the Witnesses had said he was
Brown. "However, if the draft exaggeration," Long said, "when
"flashing a wad of money."
thing. _
same
greatest
the
is
this
say
comes and I have a low number, they
The attorney general's office
"I think it's okay because it's
I'll leave the country without any threat to peace since World War
II. That's ridiculous, as com-· · something that ha_s to be done," still will not comment on what
question."
items were allegedly stolen from
Brown said fighting goes pared to the Cuban missile crisis REACTION, page 15
the victim.
"I
1962."
in
against his ideology and said,
couldn't fight on the front line. I'd
rather go to the woods of Canada.
I don't feel I have an obligation to
goto war."
But not all students agree with
to UNH by the finalists, sending
- inittee-more than a year ago.
By Michael Landroche
Brown.
According to Arthur Grant, UNH representatives to the camA committee of the University
"I support the draft, " said Jim
System's Board of Trustees ap- secretary of the University puses of the finalises, meals,
Evangelo, a recent graduate.
expen"We have to defend our country propriated an additional $10,000 System, the money, which was hotels, and other related
ses.
and ensure our defense. War's not to finance the ongoing efforts of appropriated through - the Fi"When the $10,000 budget was
that great, ·but it's inevitable the Presidential Search Commit- nance and Budget Committee, originally
set, the (Presidential
incurred
expenses
all
cover
will
tee.
sometimes."
had no idea
committee
Search)
search.
the
of
con~lusion
the
taken
by
The additional money,
Evangelo said he thinks the
include: what the expense would be,"
expenses
Those
chances for war have increased. from UNH reserves; complisaid.
"I'd rather go face-to-face with ments the $10,000 that was ori- secretarial assistance, telephone Grant
· the committee needs
"Now
visits
extended
interviews,
calls,
comthat
for
budgeted
ginally
with
the Russians than deal
he said.
money,''
more
some third rate country."
In total, there are seven
Some reaction to the possibility
finalists for the University
of 18 to 26 year old males facing
presidency: three women and
mixed.
is
armed service
men.
four
"If it's coming, it's coming.
According to Paul Holloway, a
There's nothing I can do about
trustee and chairman of the
....
it," said Ed Garcia, a graduate
Search Committee,
Presidential
engineering.
was
electrical
student in
Today's scheduled UNH visit by Sen. Edward Kennedy
UNH during
visit
will
they
"I would not object to it coming
postponed yesterday afternoon. Campaign officials expect the
February to meet with members
back if it's deemed necessary,
appearance to be rescheduled for the end of next week.
of the Board of Trustees, Univerand yes, I would go in", Garcia
The appearance was postponed so the Massachusetts senator
sity administrators, faculty,
heard
I've
Monday
reaction
said. "The
could work on a "major presentation" to be delivered
staff, community leaders and
has been mixed, about 50-50.
nigh~ _in Washington, according to State Press Secretary Jeff
students.
Some people say they'd go and
Petrich.
the
Silvers,
Margaret
speech
the
what
some say they'd go to Canada."
indication"
"no
- Petrich said he had received
comthe
on
student
remaining
chairman
withProf. Charles Clark,
would be about, but said "it will not be a statement of
mittee, said the seven finalists
of the history department, said
drawal."
will be cut down to between one
New
in
appearances
his reaction to the registration
campaign
his
all
cancelled
has
Kennedy
and f~ur during these first set of
proposal was "colored -because i
Hampshire and Maine for the next four days to work on the
interviews.
draft-age
three
of
am the father
speech.
During the visits the finalists
sons."
Campus campaign workers last night were unsure of the ticket
will hold a St:Ssion during__ which
"It's obvious that some kind of
policy for the rescheduled visit.
motion would have to be made
SEARCH, page 6
about military strength vis-a-vis

Stu den ts' reac tion s mix ed

$10 ,00 0 gra nted ·_ to sear ch

Ken nedy canc els
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After Iowa caucuses

NH crucial in presid~ntial race
Protest inarch
A march protesting the draft and draft registration will be held
in front of Thompson Hall next Thursday at 11 a.m., according to
Jim Paradise, member of Students Against the Draft (SAD).
The two hour march will begin at 11 a.m. and an anti-draft
petjtion will be circulated.
.
SAD was formed yesterday in response to Pres. Carter's State
of the Union Address in which he changed his position to supporting draft registration.
Members of SAD will start collecting signatures next Monday
on a petition opposing the draft as a violation of civil liberties. The
petition will also be circulated during Thursday's two hour
protest.

Financial aid available
The New Hampshire Charitable Fund expects to have more!
than $170,000 available in aid to state resident-students for the
1980-81 year.
Three-quarters of the fund's aid are non-interest or low interestbearing loans. One quarter of the aid is in the form of grants,
which do not have to be repaid.
Grant:-loan awards range from $1,000 to $2,000 per student.
Selections are made on the basis of financial need and academic
merit.
Resident students may obtain an application from: the Citizens'
Scholarship Foundation, P .O. Box 636, Concord, NH, 03301, or
pick up an application request form in the Financial Aid Office,
Thompson Hall.
. The deadline is May 15, 1980 for use in the 1980-81 academic
year.

Voter registration
For the many in- and out-of-state students who have never
voted before, the Durham town hall has made it simple for temporary residents to register for this year's Presidential election.
No longer do students have to haggle over absentee ballots or
paper -work. Students now register in the town they are presently
living in--this includes dormitory residents.
The only c_redentials.needed are a proof of age and citizenship,
both found on a birth certificate or passport.
Registration will be held at the Durham Town Hall lobby for
Durham residents.
The first session will be on Feb. 5 from 7 a .m.-9 p.m. and the last
session will be held Saturday, Feb. 16 from 2-4 p.m.
1

Applications delayed ,
Law school applicants will receive their Law School Data
Assembly_Service (LSDAS) reports later this year because of a
delay in delivery of a new computer system.
Students can be assured that no individuals will be penalized for
late reporting delays incurred by the LSDAS, according to the
Educational Testing Service in Princ~ton, N.J.
Because of the backlog, it is estimated though, that at the
current processing rate, there will be delays for about the next
eight weeks.
·

Filin closed to public
The Nutrition at Work agency will not open to the public their
filmfrom4to6p.m. today.
The "Eat Vegetables Every Day" series for junior and senior
high school students will be for the press only.
"'

Correction
The article on Sunday's Student Senate meeting in Tuesday's
The New HamDshire inaccuratelv .stated that the Student

Committee on Popwar Entertainment (SCOPE) "will be ttfe sole
student organization to sponsor concerts."
However, the concept passed by the senate said SCOPE would
be the "primary" promoter of concerts.
SCOPE will not have all concert rights.
As SCOPE President Steven Norman said, ''SCOPE has always
supported special concert events and we will continue to support
these events-''
Organizations, such as the Solar Energy Coalition which
propuces SUN DAY, would not be prohibited from sponsoring
concerts.

The weather
· Mostly sunny today with high temperatures in· the teens, ac-cording to the National Weather Service in Concord.
Tomght will be mostly clear with temperatures ranging from 5
above zero to 5 below zero.
Partly sunny Saturday with highs in the 20's.
Westerly winds today 10 to 20 miles per hour. Chance of snow 10
percent today.

By Paul Keegan
paign officials have been quoted work anymore.''
He also accused Carter of using
Although
the
recently- as saying the Massachusetts
concluded Iowa caucuses stole senator must win the next four federal grants for his re-election.
England
states "Last week _ (Transportation
some of the political thunder -New
from the New Hampshire (Massachusetts, Vermont, and Secretary) Neil Goldschmidt anpresidential primary, political Maine are the others) between nounced a $34 million program to
observers say the results of Iowa now and March 4 to stay in the improve Rte. 101. He just happened to be at (U.S. REP.) Norm
make the Granite State's first-in- race.
Kennedy himself wa!i quoted in D' Amours's office in Manchesterthe-nation primary more important than ever.
_
Wednesday's Boston Globe as at the time.
''Then on Monday the Concord
For example, President Jimmy saying he had to win the Feb. 10
Carter's overwhelming defeat of · Maine Caucuses and the New to Boston train just happened to
Sen. Edward Kennedy <D-Mass) Hampshire primary. He is roll near the time of the New
schedul~ to spend 15 of the last Hampshire primary.''
30 days of the primary race in
Goldschmidt
had
been
criticized for publicly suggesting•
New Hampshire.
B1,1t Kennedy's state press Carter would withhold federal
secretary Jeff Petrich said the transportation grants from ar~as
pro-Kennedy
political
New England contests are not with
on Monday has led to speculation critical.
leaders, such as Chicago and
.
that a loss by Kennedy on Feb 26
"He has to do very well in New Mayor Jane Byrne.
could effectively knock him out of England,'' said Petrich, ''but I
According to a high-ranking
the race.
don't agree with the.analysis that Carter campaign official: "Our
And although a loss by Ronald he has to win. We expect him to policy is to do it, just don't talk
Reagan in New Hampshire's win New Hampshire, but it is not about it."
Republican primary would not be crucial."
When Kennedy announced in
quite as disastrous, George
Petrich's downplay of the November, he was riding a twoBush's stunning upset victory in primaries, however, must be · to-one lead in the national polls.
Iowa has forced the former front tempered with the reality that Now Carter is on top by a comrunner to revamp his restrained
campaign strategy to avoid a
repetition of those results.
Reagan, long recognized as
leading the Republican field
before Iowa, was heavily
criticized for eschewing the Iowa
Republican debate and for an
aloof strategy that included campaigning for only 41 hours in the
state. Bush spent 27 days in Iowa.
Joe Zellner, regional media
coordinator for Reagan's campaign, said Reagan originally
planned to spend eight days in
February campaigning in New
Hampshire. But the loss in Iowa
resulted in the addition of as
many as five more days to that
schedule.
"We're going to win in New .
Hampshire," said Zellner flatly.
"But we lost to President Ford in
1976, and still came close to winning the nomination. New
England, as a whole is Gov. After being thumped -soundly in the Iowa Caucuses, Sen. EdReagan's weakest area, and ward Kennedy finds that New Hampshire is a crucial primary
we're in this race for the long in his bid for the presidency. (Randy Blossom photo)
run."
.
Despite their assurances that those states are Kennedy counparable margin.
Reagan will win New Hampshire, try. Losses in his own backyard,
In New Hampshire, a poll done
Reagan strategists are more than -combined with continued public
by a Manchester, N.H. research
happy to give up the "front- support of Carter in a time of in- company two months ago, found
runner status to Bush. Not only ternational crises, could prove
Kennedy claiming 53 percent of
does it thrust the candidate into fatal for the challenger.
the vote among the state's
the political spotlight, where he . The 2-1 loss Kennedy suffered
"likely" Democratic primary
becomes the , subject of intense in
Iowa
compounds
the
voters, compared to 18 percent
public scrutiny, but it also raises frustration of Kennedy workers.
for Carter.
expectations that could have
"Our campaign hasn't really
The latest figures by the
fatal effects on a campaign.
gotten off the ground," admitted pollsters, Blake and Dickensen,
The former CIA director has - Petrich. "The hostage crises, the show a stunning reversal by Carbeen called "the man to beat" in situation in Afghanistan, and the ter. Those polled now rate the twothe wake of his victory in Iowa, President's refusal to debate in candidates as even.
and Bush himself has been Iowa hasn't given us a chance to
The same poll contained good
quoted as saying, "There'll be discuss the issues."
news for Gov. Edmund "Jerry"
absolutely no stopping me" if he
Petrich downplayed the Iowa Brown. The California governor,
vote as "a reflection of support who only had five percent two
wins in New Hampshire.
But Jim Chamberlin, coor- for a President in a time of inter- mohths ago, more than doubled
dinator of Bush's state staff, national crisis rather than sup- his rating in the latest poll,
doesn't want his candidate port of his performance on gaining 11 percent. Twenty-three
wearing the front-runner label domefotic issues such as energy percent were undecided.
either.
and the economy.''
Brown strategists hope to take
"The Iowa win was a tremenOne
Kennedy
campaign advantage of b.oth the sizeable
dous lift for the campaign," he spokesman complained the press undecided vote and the erosion of
said, "but he is still running has been "blatantly unfair" to support for Kennedy.
behind in the polls."
Kennedy for "focusing on his
"Kennedy is not the alternative
Chamberlin said Reagan is the supposed inarticulateness in today that he was when he first
man to beat in New Hampshire. some interviews, especially the entered the race. Iowa proved
"If he loses, it will be a serious one on CBS with Roger Mudd."
that," said Steve Rivers, deputy
blow to him,'' he said.
Carter's New England press state campaign manager for
Organization is said to be secretary
defended
the Brown.
Bush's strong point, and he President's failure to personally
Rivers said Brown's success
proved it in Iowa.
campaign in Iowa. "Carter is will depend greatly on how he is
"We have a helluv an maintaining his position that, as treated by the press. "It's a
organization," said Chamberlin, long as the twin international mistake for the press. to consider
who is also a Durham selectman. crises exist,.he will remain in the him no more than an asterisk,"
New
Hampshire White House," said .Ellis Wood- he said. "A lot depends on how
"Our
organization has been called the ward.
the press interprets the results of
The Iowa results show "the, the primary.''
best of any Republican candidate, a:nd I'd be inclined to public understands, and wants
Rivers said Brown "is going to
agree with that analysis. We've him in Washington," he said.
sur.prise some -people in New
got a Bush chairman in every
Woodward said an early Hampshire," with his showing.
single town in New Hampshire. knockout of Kennedy is "a "But clearly we have a job to
I'ye been in New Hampshire longshot. Our strategy includes do."
politics for a long time. This is the doing well in Iowa, which we di._d,
Brown has been campaigning
first time to my knowledge that and do as well as we can in New in the state since September and
any candidate has ever done Hampshire. Kennedy has in- plans to spend about 10 days in
that."
dicated he has to win here, and New Hampshire before the
Bush is planning to spend seven that's fine with us."
primary.
Petrich predicted that Carter
days in the state between now
Rivers said Brown has acceptand the pri~ary.
will be forced out of the White ed an invitation by the League of
On the Democratic side, the House. "By the end of next month
Iowa caucuses have put Kennedy he'll find that wrapping himself PRIMARY, page 17
on the spot. Some Kennedy cam- in a flag in the White House won't
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Finalists to visit
-UNH next month

Many students get their daily
photo)

By Tom Lynch
the Sloan Kettering Institute.
and Cathy Mabry
Handler studied at Hunter and
The seven finalists for the UNH New York University, where she
presidency will be visiting cam- earned her doctorate in 1963. She
pus beginning in early February.
is a fellow of the New York
Following are brief biographies Academy of Sciences.
of each of the seven candidates.
· Sharon Penney is the
L. Jay Oliva, 47, vice associate provost at Yale. Her
president for academic affairs responsibilities at Yale include
and professor of history at New academic
planning,
budget
York University, is a specialist in reviews, faculty salaries, and
18th-century Russia and Russian lon~-range planning. She works
diplomatic history. Since 1969, with the social science departOliva has held several posts at ments,. humanities departments,
NYU.
and professional schools.
He earned his B.A. from
Before coming to Yale, Penney
Manhattan College in 1955 and his taught history at Russel Sage
Master's from Syracuse in 1957. College, Union College, and the
After spending a year at the State University of New York at
University of Paris, Oliva Albany.
received his doctorate from
Penney received her Ph.D.
Syracuse in 1960.
from the University of Kansas in
Oliva is a member of numerous 1972.
.
professional
and
academic
Alistair Mccrone, 49, has
societies, including Phi Beta been president Humboldt State
fix of soap operas in the TV lounge of the MUB. (Lisa Seiden Kappa and the American University in ofCalifornia
since
.
Historical Association. The first 1974. He has been academic vicecandidate to visit campus, Oliva president at the University of the
will be at UNH Feb. 3-6.
Pacific before taking the HumEvelyn Handler is currently boldt post.
dean of the Division of Science
Mccrone studied at the Univerand Mathematics at Hunter sity of Saskatchewan, the
College of the City University of University of Nebraska, and the
New York.
University of Kansas, where he
main in ''General Hospital,'' some the man whom she's been fooling
Handler has taught biological received his doctorate in geology
students read, others-ea i iunch or around with for the greater part sciences at Hunter since 1962, and in 1961.
do homework. But most seem of her adult life'? And what's was appointed full professor in
For six years, Mccrone worked
mesmerized by the ever- unrealistic about Alan raping 1975.
as a geologist for Shell Oil Comthickening plots.
In addition, Handler served as pany and the British American
Monica after finding this out, and.
Ridiculous'?
then apologizing with a hearty, a visiting scientist at Karolinska Oil Company in northwest
What is ridiculous about Alan "I'm sorry Monica." Ridiculous'? Institute in Sweden, a research Canada and the Yukon Territory.
Quartermain finding out his wife,
Like Steve D'Alonzo puts it, associate for the Merck Institute
McCrone has held several
Monica, slept with Rick Webber, "It's as addictive as beer."
for Therapeutic Research, and positions at Humboldt, at the
University of the Pacific, and at
New York University.
Robert Bersi, who received
his Ph.D. from Stanford in 1966, is
president of Western Connecticut
State College. Bersi, 48, has been
an active fund-raiser at WestConn, acquiring over -a million
By Kevin Sullivan
seems innocent enough - but they "Lots of the damage can be dollars from new sources.
Stoke Hall residents paid $8000 don't realize just how much directly related to students
He also established the Corfor dorm damages last semester. damage they can do."
drinking,'' Fox said. ''They come porate College Council, a group of
Fox said students do not under- to school thinking that they have corporate presidents involved in
Broken windows and walls,
.smashed door locks, and stolen or stand the consequences of dorm to live up to the wild expectations higher education.
broken furniture accounted for vandalism. "They (the students) they have of college life.''
At California State University,
most of the vandalism, Hall think that because the place is
"Just the word 'dormitory''im- . where he began his teaching .
Director Andy Fox said. And, he already a little unsightly that a plies craziness,'' he added. They career, Bersi was vice pres_ident
added, most of the destruction few more broken things won't
VANDALISM, page 16
was done by the 700 residents matter."
FINALISTS, page 16
themselves.
Students
want
more
Fox. said the large number ot
Stoke's Freshman residents is
the reason for much of the vandalism.
"For many of the kids here, its
their first year away from home By JoAnn Thompson
"There just wasn't enough snow "Maybe we should save some for
The three inches of snow that to cause any problems,'' he Lake Placid.''
with no one to keep ther,i in line,''
fell in the Durham area Tuesday said, "because after ten people
Fox said. "They've got to accept
A few students, however, were
afternoon were aeep enough to got a snowball fight going, there content to get snow, no matter
their freedom and treat the dorm
like they would a home or an bury the "no snow" Jokes. But, it wasn't any snow left."
how little.
was not enough to satisfy most
apartment."
Bob Fisher was looking foi:Senior Gil Cote offered some
Much of the damage included UNH students.
practical applications. "Now
"If we're just going to get this Santa Clause can come,'' he said. SNOW, page 16
holes in walls and broken smoke
detectors, according to junior . much we might as well not get
Resident Assistant Cheryl Com- any,'' said Williamson Hall
resident Glenn Spargo. "I want
pos.
Compos said this type of three feet or nothing:"
"It's pretty raunchy because
damage is usually done by.
students who do not comprehend there's not enough snow to make
it look good," added roommate
the seriousness of their actions.
"People realize that damage Paul Pinsonneault.
Jeb Bates, Williamson Hall
happens, but they don't realize
why it's wrong," Compos said Director explained why no snow"Like sports in the halls. · It related incidents were reported.

Students bubble over soaps
By Michael Landroche
The opinion of the students who
sit in the MUB TV room between
one and two o'clock on.weekday
afternoons if that Erica is a bitch.
Erica is on the pill because she
doesn't want children. They
would just interfere with her
career as an owner of a disco.
But Tom, Erica's husband,
wants her to settle down and have
his kitm. Erica refuses. Tom wants
a divorce. There's the rub.
Erica and Tom are two of the
leading characters on the popular
television soap opera, "All My
Children." And each weekday afternoon up to 75 UNH students
pack into--ihe MUB television to
see what Erica will do next.
Will she go off the pill'? Or will
she go to a California health spa
to lose ten pounds'?
"When you watch the soaps,
it's as if your life is so easy compared to all this stuff," said
Sharon Tavilla one soap opera
watcher.
Tavilla, a sophomore transfer
student, said she met most of her
friends while watching the soaps.
"You get wrapped up in this
stuff, and you begin betting with
the people sitting next to you on
what is going to happen next,"
she said.
As UNH student Joe Demory
said, "It's a great conversation
piece."
''They keep you from doing
your work, and they are
relaxing," said so_ap opera
"freak" Robin Taylor. "That's
why they're so popular.''
"But it's funny," she said.
"Everybody who watches them
wishes they didn't."
"I went to school at the University of Chicago," Taylor
said, "and all the guys on the
football team would skio lunch
just so they could watch 'Rya~'s
Hope.'" .

"I know it's ridiculous," said
student Bob Lovejoy, "but I watch
them anyway/'
Ahhh, but "Ail My Children" is
not the only soap.
The line-up in the MUB TV
room consists of 'Ryan's
Hope," "One Life to Live," and
the most popular according to
MUB
viewers,
"General
Hospital."
Contrary to POijUlar belief,
there seems to be Just as many
men "soap freaks" as there are
women "soap·freaks."
·
"Everybody thinks that only
females· watch this stuff," said
UNH student Steve D' Alonzo,
"But I know a lot of guys who
watch 'General Hospital.' "
D' Alonzo said the same people
are in the MUB every day.
While watching Erica and the
shennanigans of Alan Quarter-

Residents vandalize Stoke

Snow finally falls

•

ID

N.E.

Saunas and TVs
are dorm extras
By Margo Hagopian
The three $1,200 wide screen
televisions and four saunas installed in selected dorms during
November and the summer of
1978, are considered "luxury
items'', according to some
residents and hall directors.
The televisions were installed
in Stoke, Hubbard, and Hunter.
The saunas in Engelhardt,. Hunter, Gibbs, and Congreve.
"The saunas are really appreciated, and are used every
day--but they are considered
luxury items,'' said Hunter

Resident Assistant Mike Dutton.
"We could have gotten along
without the TV," Dutton said.
"But the way we look at it is, this
is what Residential Life wanted
to do, and we're just lucky to live
here."
Former Director of Residential
Life David Bianco used money
from replacement funds to buy
the televisions.
Bianco was criticized at that
time for spending the money after a $1.2 million budget cut at
UNH.

SAUNAS, page 8

Christensen Hall residents frolicked in the snow that fell
Tuesday night. Three inches fell in all. (Jonathan Blake _!)hoto)

Wildcat grapplers manhandl ed by URI Rams, 39-3
WRESTLING continued from page 20
terrific force. Penalized one point
for that tactic, Cerullo resorted to
a more conventional ad legal
style and built up a 5-2 lead after

two periods.
The last period involved some
"chippiness" on both sides with
each wrestler being penalized a
point apiece for their excessively

rough tactics. Blood was drawn
from a cut on the bridge of
Cerullo's nose and later the combatants nearly came to blows but
ce was restored long enough

to complete the match, with
Cerullo notching his eighth win
against two losses in dual meet
competition.
The 167 lbs. contest pitted the

. __________llillll____________
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WANT A SUMMER
JOB ABROAD?

~
· ·. · : · ·

.

AISEC - UNH, the local chapters of an international students club can provide this and
other practical business experience. For further information, come to the new membership meetings:
Tuesday, Jan. ·29
1:00 p.m.
McConnell Hall rm 218
All students welcome
Special guest Dean Warren of WSBE
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aforementioned Lee Speigel and
all-time UNH career record
holder for victories Chet Davis.
Davis started the sparse crowd
buzzing 2-0
as early
he went
ahead
of
Speigel
in the
match
with a takedown. Speigel responded with an escape and a
lakedown of his own to grab a 3-2
lead after one period.
Spleigel showed he was deserving of his high rating by outscoring Davis 5-1 in the second on
his way to a 14-7 triumph.
Asked if he would wrestle
Speigel different next time, Davis
said, "I'll wrestle the same. I
have to keep wrestling tough, it's
the only way I know how. With a
kid like him (Speigel) you need a
couple of breaks because he's so
good ..''
·
Sophomore Joe Lacasse lost
his second heartbreaker in a row,
7-5 (6-5 before URI's Evins Brantley was awarded one point for
riding time).
URI coach Carl Adams, a
three-time All-American pick at
Iowa State feels the secret to a
good program at UNH, like URI,
is recruiting. "You have got to
get good kids up here (UNH).
You can't teach a pony to run like
a racehorse-you need the studs."
With or without "studs" the
Cats travel to Chestnut Hill
tomorrow to take on the Eagles of
Boston College at 7 p.m . .in a

~~~~w~~quhart
feels issued
UNH
Steve Dunfey was barely
a uniform before he was sent out
to wrestle at 177 lbs. against
Rhode Island's Randy McCarthy.
Dunfey was pinned at 1: 33.
*NEW DINING ROOM HOURS*
This typifies the ' year UNH's
grapplers
have
struggled
:Lunch: 11 : 30-2: 30 da ily
through. Hidden in their 3-8
Dinner: Sunday-Thursday 4: 30-8: 30.
record are the myriad of combinations employed by .Coach
Friday
&_
Saturday=
just
to field as complete
.__ _ _ _
___
_ _ _ _4:
_30-9:
_ _30
_ _ _ _. . aUrquhart
line-up as
possible.
,._ 0 "-
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Sponsored by MUSO and Students
Concerned about World Hunger

·IN THE

MUBPUB
SEMESTER II
D.J. - Rick Bean
THURSDAYS: MUSIC FOR
DANCING
John Keegan and Family
speak of their experiences with

PEACE CORPS and
CATHOLIC RELIEF SERVICES
in
THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES
with slideshow
Feb. 3, 7 p.m. Senate Merrimack R~.
MUB

FREE ADMISSION

BEGINS JAN.17

SUNDAYS: OLDIESBEGINS JAN. 20
BRING YOUR FRIENDS + COME ALONG!!

- BEAN·IS BACK * OPEN TO ALL UNH STUDENTS

PA$EFIVE

Dance-A-Thon

ca1npus calendar

Mub Pub Programming Board
Vacancies

KIDNEY

continued from page 13

FRIDAY, January 25

If you are interested in the Mub Pub and are willing to
contribute to its activities, apply for a position on the Pub
Programming Board. Submit a written application
including nanre, address, phone number, and a brief
statement of your interest in the Pub Programming
Board to:

or seeing a movie.Jt will give you
LAST DAY TO'OPT FOR AUDIT.
48 hours of pleasure-no heartburn, and it won't make you
LAST DAY TO DROP WITHOUT $10 LATE FEE.
cry. With an evening like that,
CELEBRITY SERIES PRESENTS: Jean-Pierre Rampal.
how can you lose?
TICKETS SOLD OUT.
Come and see the hard cores,
INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL HOUR: Featuring an exhibit
Patricia Cleveland
Joe Valienti, Dana Rosengarde
Administrative Office, Room 322
·of artifacts from Cameroon. All ip.tematiotal students and
and Lisa Thisdale dancing for the
Memorial Union Building
second or third time around. Sue
interested American students welcome. Dean of Students
Application Deadline: Wednesday, January 30
Schirl and Steve Bragnon will be
lounge, Huddleston Hall, from 3-4:30 p.m. (open house).
there giving it another try. Last
Refreshments served. ·,
responsibilities:
and
Duties
ei2hteen
danced
they
year.
SQUARE DANCE: Strafford Room, Memorial Union,. s·
hours. They're expecting to dance
the full forty-eight this year.
p.m. Admission $1.50 per person. Sponsored by AFROTC
"I don't really want to win. I
1. Make policy governing the operation.
Angel Flight.
just think it's a good cause, and I
2. Arrange with the Uni"yersity for rental of facilities
MEN'S BASKETBALL: vs. "The Athletes in Action," a
'
purchases of supplies and equipment, and
love to dance,'' said Sue.
group of former college greats. Lundholm Gymnasium,
employment of personnel, includes budget operation.
Marc Gagnon, a newcomer,
Field House, 8 p.m. Season tickets, student athletic tickets,
wants to win. He already has thir3. C~ntract with Food and Beverage Service for food
ty spon~ors and plans to alternate
or $2 .50 general admission.
and beverages in the Pub.
his dancing between two partners, Nancy Lessels and Elicia
4. Estaolish prices and/or ~dmission fees for the Pub.
SATURDAY, January26
Smith, rookies also. "One of the
5. Establish guest policies.
girls is sick," he explained, "So
SECOND ANNUAL BRASS WORKSHOP: With Allan
they'll alternate their dancing.
6: Establish schedules, select entertainment, insure
But I'm going the full fortyproper marketing for the Pub, and monitor
Dean, New York free.:lance trumpeter, and member of the
eight."
programmfog costs.
famed New York Brass Quintet. Bratton Recital Hall, P;iul
Robin Van Morman and MarCreative Arts Center, 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Preregistration is
cella Wood are . in charge of
required. Please check with Robert Stibler, Music Departregistration. Although the exact
·
ment, 862-2405.
number of those dancing hasn't
RETURNiNG STUDENT PRO~~~~ --- ~=[· MEN'S 'TRACK: Vermont and Bates, Paul Sweet Oval,
been determined, Robin and
Marcella anticipate many first/
Field House, 12 noon.
timers signing up so newcomers !!ii
SERIES
TIME
LUNCH
Gymnasium, Field
Lundholm
TOURNAMENT:
FRISBEE
won't be lonely.
House, 6:30 p.m. Sign up in the MUB Games Area by
If you're dancing for the first
time, don't worry about
Friday, January 25. Registration fee $1. Winners advance to
pecunious details li}{e eating,
the regional ACU-I playoff at UConn on February 23 and
sleeping, dislocat:n& a leg or getFull-time students only.
24.
ting corns. Carrie Roantree, last
Vermont, Snively Arena, 7 p.m. Season
year's winner, claimed it wasn't
:iii MEN'S HOCKEY:
tickets, or $3 general admission if
athletic
student
tickets,
that difficult. "Oh, sure, my feet :::: Time: 12-2 Speaker at 12:30
::::
hurt and I was tired,'' she said.
tickets avaliable.
"But it was worth it."
SQUARE DANCE: Featuring "The Last Chance String
No dancer will faint on the floor
Place: Commuter Lounge, Memorial Union Bulldlng
Band." St. Thomas More Student Center, 8 p.m. Admission
from lack of nourishment.
$2. Sponsored by the St. Thomas More Core Group.
Drakes. Leawood Orchards.
Hood Milk, Burger King,
One of a series of Informal workshops and presentations
Schonland Meats, Decosta ~ggs,
SUNDAY, January 27 .
led by faculty and staff on Issues of Interest to
Muffins Unlimited, Dunkin
returning students.
Donuts, £?Theresa's ·S andwich
MUSO FILM SERIES: "Nanook of the North." The simple
Shop and Pepsi Cola have taken
An opportunity to meet friends and share common concerns
story of the life of an Eskimo and his family. One of the
care of that.
It's all up to you. Where do you
most compelling and beautifully told stories on film. Strafwant to be in March? Up a mounRoom, Memorial Union, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Admission
ford
BRING LUNCH, BRING A FRIEND
tain without any snow or lying on
MUSO Film Pass.
or
$.75
a tropicaf beach? The New HampRick Bean with oldies, 8 p.m. Open to all; $.50
PUB:
MUB
shire Kidney Foundation is
For Information contact Cynthia Shar 862-2090
cover charge.
depending on you to make the
Sponsored by the Counseling and Testing Center
right choice. For You. For them.
·
For all of us.
MONDAY. January 28

f ......
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THOMMcAN
IS TALKING OPPORTUNITY!
Thom McAn, leader in the field of footwear merchandising offers excellent opportunities
for graduates interested in the field of retail management . .
We've built an ever-expanding organization of over 1200 stores throughout the United
States and Puerto Rico. Our plans are to add 300 more stores over the next three years.
This planned growth along with our present need for talented people spells
.

li

OPPORTUNITY-

*To enter our management training program
*To receive on-the-job program instruction
*To receive promotions based entirely on performance
*To receive an excellent earnings and benefit package.
To find out more about our nationwide opportunities to enter our "Fast Track..,,
management training program contact your placement office or send your resume to:
Mr. Norman Roberts
30 Marlboro Road
Georgetown, MA 01833
A company representative will be interviewing on campus on Tuesday, February 12, 1980

We are proud to be an equal opportunity employer.

MORTAR BOARD USED BOOK RETURNS: Granite State
Room balcony, Memorial Union, 9 a.m.-1 p.m.:
WOMEN'S HEALTH WEEK PROGRAM: Film "Taking
Our Bodies Back." Also, speaker from the Seacoast Task
Force on Family Violence. Coos Room, Memorial Union, 8
p.11).. Sponsored by the Women's Center.
MUSO PRESENTS: "Phenomena of the Mind," by John
Kalisch, hypnotist and mentalist. Mr. Kalisch has had 25
years experience ·as a hypnotist and is con.sidered the world's
fastest hypnotist. He will also demonstrate his psychic
ability. Granite State Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Admission $1 for students; $3 non-students.
GEORGE BUSH ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING:
Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 9:15 p.m.
All welcome to attend. Neil Bush will be there to answer
questions and to discuss upcoming events on his father's
campaign.

TUESDAY, January 29
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Films "Tfie Art of the
Middle Ages,'' and "Chartres." Richards Auditorium,
Murkland Hall, from 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
MORTAR BOARD USED BOOK RETURNS: Granite State
Room balcony, Memorial Union, 1-5 p.m.
SOCIETY FOR WHOLISTIC LIVING PRESENTS: "The
Secrets of Being in The Bhagavad-Gita," by William Bahan
. Jr. and Katharine Porter. Daggett Forum Room, Dimond
Library, at 7:30 p.m.
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and-distributed -sem·
)Veekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room 15
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business office
hours: Tuesday and Thursday 1 to 3 p.m., Wednesday and Friday 9 a.m. to 2
p.m . Academic year subscription : $9.00 Third class postage paid at
Durham, N.H. 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day. The
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, Room 151, MUB, UNH, Durham,
N.H. 03824. 11,000 copies per issue printed at Courier Publishing Co.;
Rochester, N.H.
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THE PREMEDICAL/PREDENTAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE OFFICE will be holding an informational
meeting on Tuesday, February 12 from 7:00-S:OO p.m. in
Room 202, Kendall Hall. All students interested in a
helath career are invited to attend. The purpose of this
meeting is to introduce the Committee members, to update the procedure of applying to medical and dental
schools, to discuss any problems that pre-health students may have and to answer questions. For further information, please contact Terry O'Mara, Room 418 Kendall
Hall or call 862-3625.

GENERAL
mliJSTRATION FOR 3rd ANNUAL 4&-HOUR DANCEA-'IHON 10 BENEFIT N.H KIDNEY FOUNDATION:

Registration begins now! Get forms from your head
resident, frat/sorority presidents, at Area, MUB, and
Commuter Desks. For more information, call Robin or
Marcella at 2-1611, Hetzel Hall.
SER~N~IPIT_Y, a forum of contemporary commumcations, 1s now accepting non-fiction, fiction,
poetry, artwork, and photography for publication. Information and guideline sheets are available at the
MUB Information Center and in the Communications
Office, PCAC-211. Deadline for contributions is
February 1.

ALL .DAY WORKSHOP ON LEARNING FROM

SIMULATION: Featuring Betty Faucette guest
speaker. This workshop will focus on the learnin'g which
results from participation in simulations and on various
ways of evaluating that learning. Saturday, February
23, New England Center, 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Admission
$5. For more information, please call John Chaltas, 8621796. Sponsored by the Teaching Resource Center and
Computer Services.
PINBALL WIZARD COMPETITION: Friday,
February 8th at 7:00 p.m. at the Memorial Union Games
Area. $2.00 registration fee. Open to faculty, students,
and staff. Games free - Trophy to the winner. To sign up
·
see Stan Copeland, Games area, MUB.
RETURNING STUDENT PROGRAM--BAG LUNCH
SERIES: "Returning to School and Making It," by Betty Roberts, Associate Professor of Social Service.
Tuesday, January 29, Commuter. Lounge, Memorial
Union, from 12-2 p.m.
ACU-1 C~US CHESS TOURNAMENT: Five-round
Swiss competition tour. Thursday, January 31, Carroll
Room, Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m. To sign up, please see
Stan Copeland, Games Area, Memorial Union (2-1910),
before January 30. Fee $1.
ACU-1 CAMPUS TABLE SOCCER TOURNAMENT:
Campus competition open for doubles and mixed
doubles. Thursday, January 31, Merrimack Room
Memorial Union, 6:30 p.m. To sign up, please see Sta~
Copeland, Games Area, Memorial Union (2-1910),
before January 30. Fee $1.

$10,000 granted to

FREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: BEG .
SOS. This course provides instruction in creating and
editing program and data files on the DECsystem 10
using the SOS text editor. Course meets Monday,
January 28, Kingsbury M308, from 4-5:30 p.m. For
registration, call 862-2323, or stop by Kingsbury Mlll at
least one day in advance.
THE UNH CHAMBER CHORUS IS SEEKING MEMBERS. Course No. 442 meets Tuesday and Thursday,
3:lo--4:30 p.m. One credit. Anyone interested should
come to rehearsal in Room M135, PCAC, or see Dr. Wing
inM126.
DURHAM RED CROSS STUDENT BLOOD SERVICES
COMMITTEE: There will be a meeting on January 31st
at 7 p.m., at the home of Jarry Stearns (12 Dover Rd.,
Durham-neit to Exxon Gasoline Station), ·Plans will be
made for the Valentine Red Cross Blood Drive. Anyone
interested in planning, or working at the site is welcome
to attend. The drive will be held on February 11, 12, 13, &
14.

'I'
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CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
WOMEN'S
CENTER SECOND
SEMESTER
ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING: Monday, January 28,
Room 134, Memorial Union, at 7 p.m. New people are
always needed and are welcome to attend the meeting.
Refreshments served.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Friday,
January 25, McConnell 218, at 6:30 p.m. Meet for one
.hour for prayer, then close and go to the Athletes in Action basketball game at 8 p.m. in the Field House.
AIESEC, THE INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS .
ORGANIZAT-ION, will hold a new members meeting on
Tuesday, January 29, in McConnell 218, at 1 p.m. ,
Everyone is invited. A chance to travel and to get some
valuable work experience. You don't have to be a
business or econ major to attend.
BAHA'I FIRESIDE: Friday, January 25, Rockingham
Room, Memorial Union, at 8 p.m. An open discussion
will be held for all those interested in the tenets of the
Bah~'i Faith. Tonight's theme: "The Unity of the World
Religions."
WUNH NEW PEOPLE'S MEETING: Monday, January
28, Senate-Merrimack Room, Memorial Union, at 7:30
p.m. All those interested in becoming involved in all
aspects of radio (both students and non-students) are invited to attend. Free training.

presidential search
SEARCH
continued from page 1
students can listen and talk with
the finalist.
According to Silvers, even
though individual committee
members may be formulating
their own preferences for the
presidency, the committee as a
whole has not yet decided on a
favorite.
"I am looking for a president
who will be open to the many constituencies that a president has to
deal with, including students
·faculty, administration, the stat~
legislature, etc.," Silvers said.
The dates the finalists will be at
UNHare:
--February 3~:-·L. -·Jay Oliva
from New York University

walk-in
or
appointment

Hairstyling

HAII.J!.¼fS
UNU:
EDD
868-7051

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
THE ROMANIAN OLYMPIC HOCKEY TEAM will be
playing UNH on Friday, Feburary 8, at 7 p.m. in Snively
Arena. This team will be representing Romania in the
Winter Olympics at Lake Placid. Tickets on sale now at
the Field House Ticket Office. Prices $4 for reserved
seats, $3 general admission. Student athletic not valid
for game. Students may purchase a general admission
ticket at the Field House.

._:;i_· ······ ······ ······ ······ ······ ······ .. . . . .. : .. : .. : ::: : : .: .............. •'• ...... ······· ······· ······· ······· ······.'·❖:•:·.:•:•:·.:•:•:•,

--February 10-13: Evelyn E.
Handler from Hunter college,
City University of New York.
-February 13-16: Sharon H.
Penney from Yale University.
--February 17-20: Alistair W.
Mccrone from Humboldt State
University in California.
--February 20-23: Robert M.
Bersi from Western Connecticut
State-College.
--February 24-27: · Steven B.
Sample from the University of
Nebraska.
-February
27-March
1:
Virginia L. Lester from Mary
Baldwin College in Virginia.
According to Paul Holloway,
the committee will make its
decision in late March or early
April.
-

Hours Mon.-Sat.
29MainSt.
·Durham

9-5:30

Tues. & Fri. Eve. til 7

~0000cac00•

::::::

ESP and Hypnotism ~I:~with
::I:
/=::
RUSS BURGESS

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE

Sweaterville,

U.S.A.
WINTER HOURS:

Friday, Jan 25
8:00 p.m . .
MURKLAND rm. 110
A

Sponsored by Area 1 programming board

/=::

Mon. 9:30-5:30
Tues. 9:30-5:30
Wed. 9:30-5:30
Sat. 9:30-5:30
Thurs. 9:30-9:30
Fri. 9:30-9:30
Sun. 1:00-5:00

4
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HETZ

t

JOHN .

ANDERSON
FOR PRESIDENT
MUB
WED. JAN.30th
STRAFFORD ROOM
12 TO 2-:00

Its 3rd Annual, 48 Hour

DANCE-A-THON

t
t

to benefit the Kidney Fol:lndation - N.H. Affiliate

t
t
t
t·.

t
t

l

L HALL PROUDLY PRESENTS

.t
.t·

t
t·

t

DANC_E THE HOURS AWAY . .

~

Registration begins NOWm .Get your forms at .
the Mub Desk; Area I, II, Ill Desk; Commuter CeRter Desk;
from your Head Resident or Frat. / Sorority President
Ouestions,r- _Contact Robin or Marcella in R_m. 206, He~el
862-1611 or 868-9792
Feb. 1, 2 & 3, 1980
Begins at 6 p.m.
Granite State _Rm., MUB
Bigger and Better Prizes Than Ever Befor,e
Grand Prize: 7 full days/ ni~hts for two·• in Sunny Bermuda

t~

l

t;

t
t
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AUCTION

Traditional Paintings and Prints
Wednesday, January 30, 7pm. (Severe storm date, Feb. 6)
Viewing: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, January 28,29,3010am-5pm
Sam Cherry, Am. Illustrator
"The Hand of Death,"
illustration for a pulp
d~tective magazine.
Approximately 200 lots in all, featuring a large selection of
AMERICAN ILLUSTRATORS: oil and water color originals for covers
of gothic novels, westerns, detective, mystery, adventure, and
romance magazines
FINE PAINTINGS, including a ma,Jor work by W.P. Phelps, a fine
pastel of a Kennebunk house by L.D. Norton; superb works by
Wesley Webber, F. Mortimer Lamb,_Henry Stanier, Philip Little,
Gustave Wiegand, Anne Rogers Minor, Charles Allan Winter, Gordon
Grant, Walter Clark, George Hathaway, George McConnell, Henry
Kallem, Harry A. Vincent. MARINE PAINTINGS, EUROPEAN, AMERICAN WEST, AMERICAN
PRIMITIVES.
/

;

Kallem, Harry A. Vincent. MARINE PAINTINGS, EUROPEAN, AMERICAN
WEST, AMERICAN PRIMITIVES.

*
;*

FINE PRINTS include Currier & Ives, etchings by major American artists,
outstanding sporting prints

;
;
;
;

YOUNG FINE ARTS GALLERY
112 Penhallow Street
Portsmouth New Hampshire 02801 ·
(603) 436-8773
We are now accepting consignments for future fine paintings auctions.

.!
!
!
!
!*
;
*
:

**

:

*
*
**
*

: ·
:

*
!
;*
*

*
;*
*
:*
;
;
:
;

*
We charge a standard 10 percent commission to the seller, and a 10 percent premiu:.it
*
!
to the buyer.
Unillustrated catalog: $3.50 by mail, $3 at the door.
t
**
.*!*
Auctioneer: George M. Young, Jr. N.H. License No.: 1900
!
·
Fine Arts Auctions & Appraisals (603) 436-8773
·*
t********************************************************************************~
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Due to technical difficulties the
S. T. V .N. News Show was unable to be
d W d
h
presente on e · at 12:00 int e
MUB. We will show it sometime soon.
Watch The New Hampshire for time
and place. And don't f~rget ne_xt

l•:~•:;•:
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continued from page 3
The televisions are made by
Quasar, and feature a 50-inch diagonal screen.
''The money comes out of our
television replacement fund,"
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A New Dimension in Cinema Luxur

SAUNAS

cruiseships/sailing expeditions/sailing camps
no experience, good pay, summer, career.
nationwide, worldwide!
send $4.95 for application/info/referrals to
CRUISEWORLD 172 Box 60129
~~r.ramento CA 95860
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they were part of the renovation
contract,''saidNagem.
Gibbs 'resident Jill Bullock
\;:= said the saunas are nice to have,
=::../ but she feels there are other
items residents would rather see
=::;::= in the dorm. "I have never been
=:::.::= over to Hunter to use the
television, which is for all of Area
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"I never used it, but I always
hear it's broken," said a female
Congreve resident about their
sauna. "It's on the guy's floor, so
girls don't use it because they're
afraid guys would be there," she
said.
t Tl ri_c~a Titolnde staid Stoke;s
e ev1S1on wou ge more use 11
the dorm took better care of the
television room. "It would be a
good place if they fixed it up a little. Right now it looks like a
junkyard."
Hubbard's television is used

=::;:::
=::;::=

(Includes all professional fees)

1:20 3:30
7:25 9:40

thhe mhonehy we usbe to replace TV'~
w ic
ave een stolen or
·br~t:n~~unas were installed as
==::::= part of a contract to renovate
=:{: dorm bathrooms.
=:::.::=
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TVs, and· they may also socially
~~ef:~~~;~~~~rei $1i~~~s at~!
widescreen TV was a good selection."

resident assistant positlons
at u.n.h.
\/VHO IS ELIGIBL.E TO
BE AN R.A.?

WHAT IS AN R.A.?
• A person who works with 25 to 60
students in ·one of the campus's residence
halls.
• Someone who advises students on personal
and academic concerns.
• He/she is responsible for enforcing University policies and regulations, stimulating
the development of programs in the hall,
- working closely with hall government, and
assisting with administrati~e responsibilities.
• A person who assists in the creation of a
community identity on the floor on which
he/she resides.
• An individual who is interested in pursuing
the personal growth of him/herself and
others.

• An applicant must be a full-time graduate
or undergraduate student.
• Undergraduate students must have at least
a third semester standing at the time of
their employment.
• There is a minimum G.P.A. (Grade Point
Average) requirement of 2.5 which is required for application to the position.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
• An R.A. receives a free ·single room and full
board during the Fall and Spring academic
semesters. No responsibilities exist for an
R.A. during vacation periods.
• The skills gained in interpersonal communication and in general life experience have
been invaluable to many former R.A.'s in
their post-college professional pursuits and
personal relationships.

• Previous experience in leadership positions
and/or work with student groups is highly
desirable.
•

Resident Assistants live in single rooms in
the residence hall (co-ed or single sex) to
which they are 'assigned.

• Any full-time student with the skill and
desire to wor~ closely with others in a
complex and challenging environment.

1980-1981
OFFICE OF RESIDENTIAL LIFE
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

HOW TO APPLY
Information may be obtained from- the
Office of Residential Life, Pettee House.
Telephone (603) 862-2120 or Noah
Zecher, Area 1 Coordinator, Stoke 104L,

862-:2743.
Applications are available from the
of Residential Life, Pettee House,
Area Community Desks: Area 1 Hall; Area 11 - Devine Hall; Area
Christensen "C" Tower.

Office
or the
Stoke
111 -

Application Deadline: Friday, February 1,
1980.
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MUSO PRESENTS
THE AMAZING
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KOL SCH
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WORLD RENOWNED
~\~HYPNOTIST & MENTALIST
MO.NDAY, JANUARY 28
/=::
iIIIi
s:oo p.m . .
f~;Granite
State rm.
MUB
....
, Tickets:
Students 81.00
Non-students 83.00
Reserved Seating
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and the Buddy Rich Band
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Wednesday,Jan.30
8:00 p.m.
Granite ·St8.te Room,

Mun ·
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Carter made a mistake
President Jimmy Carter's decided to get tough.
Guess he wants to snap the country out of that
national malaise he talked about last summer.
Then again, the Administration talked about lots
of things last summer, including the draft and
Selective Service registration.
White House officials said in July the Administration "is opposed to registration. It is not
necessary to impose this burden on our nation and
its youth," they said.
Looks like ol' Jimmy has had a change of heart.
Wednesday night, Carter called for funding to
reinstitute Selective Service registration as a
possible prelude to the draft's return.
.
To anyone who isn't between 18 and 26 years
old this might sound .,like a great idea. After all,.

war has always been the young man's burden.
Carter's decision is in line with his current sanctions against the USSR, but he has scared his
countrymen more than the Russians. The ~o
words on the lips of most students today were "the
draft."
A hawkish mood has overtaken the U.S. More
than a few people want to teach Iran a less9n for
hold American hostages. And Big Oil instinctively reaches for the holster with images of its
precious oil fields being overrun.
Carter suggests the United States faces its most
dangerous challenge since World War II. Wars are
usually self-fulfilling prophecies, and panicinduced thinking from Carter makes matters

Letters

worse. The \reinstitution of Selective Service:
registration i~ a panic-stricken step towards war.
The Administration is scared. Unrest abroad increases, and our energy supplies are thr;atened.
Our armed forces fell short of their enlistment
oals for 1979 and have lowered their admission
standards. The problem is that when people are
scared th~y act instead of thinking things through.
It's a hell of a lot easier to increase defense spen- .
ding and start the draft than maintain the delicate
balance of peace.
The draft has one purpose--to gather soldiers in
a time of war. We are not at war; we are at peace.
It is a rash disruptive decision to push for Selective
Service registration during a peac~time .

·Energy

(whether SAF funded or not) should
debate to give a presentation without
interuption and could be recognized to exist on this campus is if they are
speak anytime by simply raising their willing to work to their fullest potential
without showing animosity to anyone. To the Editor:
hands.
To the Editor:
Senators were directina nniPQtinbe The Women's Center should consider
As everyone is aware, energy surduring debate and pr9Qf .!!f !h.JlJ E,~I}
As the male Senator who stated,
this before they make rebuttals which charges have been assessed to the
"These organizations-they gotta meet found by readin~ the minutes of the "Bite the hand that feeds them."
students living in the residence ha.Us.
us on our terms,'' I feel a definite need meeting. The representatives_gave no
There is rumor of an energy surcharge
to -respond to the Women's Center presentation and in fact, the rules
David Ross approaching $100 per semester.
Collective's letter to the editor -on Jan were suspended to accommodate Vice-Chairperson, Residential Life
Through some investigation it has
22. My response is intended primarily them as they were late for their slot on
Council come to our attention that there are
to elucidate this statement and to air the agenda. Even a reconsideration
unused corridor light time clocks in
my past and present feelings about the vote was made to further aid the Censeveral residence halls. These clocks
Women's Center.
ter in expressing themselves even
·
turn off up to one half or one third of
First of all, an organization opting though I feel that ignorance of
the lights, depending on the hall, in all
for • SAF funding requires a broad parlilJ!entary procedure is no e?(cuse if
_ TotheEditor:
Human public areas at predetermined times.
enough base so their functions will be
it has been explained, as was the case Sexuality Center, I strongly object to In other words, these clocks can be set
open to the entire student body. The here.
the proposed change of the title of the by ipdividual dorms to cater to their
name, the fact that office hours were
What the Women's Center has done Women's Center · to "Sexual needs.
almost non-existent, the library of- and has continued to do through its Awareness Center." The proposed
One of these time clocks has been
fering primarily female points of view ,, rebuttal is deteriorate its own title is too similar to our own. Con- operating in Christensen Hall for quite
and the lack of activity of the Women's initiative, for two reasons. First, by fusion would undoubtedly result in some time. Recently, a group of us in
Center was not only convincing enough saying that they cannot function under students' minds about who is spon- Williamson Hall discovered a time
for me but convincing enough for the the new name or guidelines. If this is soring what program and what ser- clock system exists tiere. Willi the
Senate to approve the set of guidelines how they feel then I question why they vices are offered bv each organization. permission of the Hall Director we acwhich would enable the Center to meet are operating now.
In my opinion, the kind of thinking tivated the system. The majority of
the criteria required-for SAF funding.
It seems obvious that if the Center is that says that the Women's Center the public area lights go off between
I was highly supportive of these working under what they believe are programs are not relevant to men is one A.M. and seven A.M. each night.
measures since its rationale was in- oppressed conditions then they are not evidence of a continued need for just
Shortly after this, we learned that all
tended to help the Center, not "put it fulfilling their potential. Secondly, this type of programming: childbirth Area I dorms are equipped with the
on trial." It is the Senate's respon- their rebuttal has only served to in- is not strictly a women's issue; neither same time clock systems. Howev ~r,
sibility (One of the most important in furiate Senate members who had sup- is improving relationships between the only the systems in Cpngreve, Smith
fact) to carefully decide how a quar- ported them, including myself. There sexes or the fact of women moving and Scott Halls are operating.
ter-million dollars of student money is were many Senators who initially felt higher in the work force. Sexist
In these times of increasing energy
being spent through SAF.
it was good to give the Women's Cen- discrimination is not just a women's costs, it is essential to save wherever
Senate can accept, reject, or alter a
ter a chance through the guidelines, issue- all people are affected by possible. These time clock systems
concept as it sees fit. It is Senate, not but by the end of debate, the motion economic and political imbalances.
wiJl offer the University community a
the Women's Center who determines
passed by only one vote because of the
What the Women's Center needs at substantial savings in energy and thus
how SAF money is spent and that is
Collective's ambivalence towards the this time is the support of the Student money. The remainder of these clocks
why I say that organizations must Senate.
Caucas, and of men and women on should be activated.
meet Senate on our terms. And in this
In the past, I have always thought campus who value education about our
case, our terms were intended to highly of the Center and have even at- cultural conditioning that limits the
Peter Foley Williamson 'JZ'/
benefit, not hinder the organization. I tended one of their functions. Height expectations that UNH students have
Mark Robinson Williamson 238
might also mention that my statement •now though, my attitude towards them for themselves and narrowly defines
Ron Nadreau Williamson 238
was reiterated by two other Senators
is so negative that I seriously question the social and academic roels they
one male and one female I
why I still voted in favor of giving play. I hope that all students, women
The assertation that the Senate did
them SAF recognition. At this point, if esoeciallv. will look carefully at the
not direct questions to the Women's
a motion to rescind their concept came !!!!!~~! in which ~e Women;s Center To the Editor:
Center representatives before making about, I would highly support it as well as such is being devalued.
In response to Patrick Mullin's
those guidelines I consider a sham. It as persuade my colleagues to do the
January 22 letter to The New Hampwas made clear that organizations
same.
Anne Dubois shire, would it not be a far greater inwould be given the first ten minutes of
The only way any organization
Health Educator justice to our fellow students to select
a candidate for the Chairman of the
Student Activity Fee Council not
. precisely qualified for this tremenDana Jennings
Edltor-lnChlef
dously important position and
tom Lynch
Managing Editors
realistically hinder the advancement
Brendan DuBois
of student needs?
Business Manager
John Elllott
The fundamental endeavor of the
News Editors
Beth Albert
Student Senate, in conjunction with the
Rachel Gagne
establishment of a unified and viable
Sports Editor
Lee Hunsaker
reflective voice, is the allocation of the
Features Editor
KlmBllllngs
Student Activity Fee funds to the
Photo Editors
Jonathan Blake
.
I
respective organizations. The most
Nancy Hobbs
important stage in the course of
Advertising Manager
Joan Mullaney
allocation
is the budgetary
process.
In
Asst. Business Manager
Diane Gordon _ _ _~~;;;,;,;,;,;.;;_,....
.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....;;.;,;;,;.;;;.,;;;,;;;,;,;;,;.;.;.
_____.,. order
to facilitate
an effective
transition of requirements from the
Clrculatlon
BlilNader
Staff Reporter
Dennis Cauchor,
Student Activity Fee Council to the
Alan Lord
Assistant
Larry
McGrath
Mlchael Landroche
Student Senate, the chairman has to
AndyFlelds
Production
be able to provide both parties with a
Reporters
Annie Azzl
Linda Gellman
Lonnie
Brennan
Associate
Lorelel Stevens
clear channel of communicafion, ·
Boston Neary
John Stevens
Cathy Plourde
completely free of ambiguity, and enProduction
Staff
Margo Hagopian
Joel Brown
tirely comprehensible.
JIii Piank
Gary Crossan
Sharon Holllck
The chairman has to be aggregately
Lorraine Pitts
JackLow
Maureen Sulllvan
conscious of the specified intricacies
Nancy Langlois
Andrea Coville
EllenKunes
Mark Luebbers
of each organization. It must be
sza Cornellus
Cindy Matt
Carolyn Madden
Paul Keegan
stressed that this is only an interim
BIii Knowies
oeriod: the process cannot afford any
John Kirwan
Sue Wessels
Typists
Photographers
BIIIHIII
unjustified hesitation. It was the
Kathi Scrlzzl
Linda Lyons
George Newton
committee's estimation that conTodd Bait
Valerie Lloyd
Gary Crossan
Laura Meade
siderable experience with our parLouise Girard
Barbie Walsh
Cathy Amidon
ticular budgetary process, in addition
Lori Ethridge
Dave LaBlanca

Women's Center

IA,

Council

the
new
·hampshir.e

Susan Murray
Debbie Lukacsko
PhllPlerce
Randy Blossom
BIii Garvey
Nancy Carr
Cathy Mabry
Cindy Feingold
Jeff Clark
Linus Sheehan
Christina Chant
Gerry MIies
George Hayner
Janet Peters
Lisa MIiier
JodvLevlne

Copy Editors

Ginny Allen
Marci~ Fllnkstrom
Meredith Wheeler
Lisa Higham

DonlAn~ell
Gina Maes pe

Copy Readers
Mei Hall
. _ __!(_a~_!! avls
Jaynl Landschulz
Nancy Haney
Carol Ludlum
PatMorenn
Darlene Doran
Emily Garrett
Circulation
Manager

Julie Stellmach

Debbie Bernie

Edltorlal Assistant
BIiiing
Secretary
Advertising
Associates

Cindy Gates
Linda WIiiiams
BrettKlmbah
Louise MIiis

to personal merit, was of paramc,t111t
importance.
In reviewing the qualifications of
each candidaJe, each member of the
committee arrived at similar
assessments. We were in unanimous
agreement over their equally impressive personal merit.
What sets one resume apart from
another? In this case it was quite
evident. In one case, the candidate had
been at UNH for one semester and was
seeking to become involved in Student
Government.
In the other case, the candidate had
been at UNH for two and a half years,
(last year he was the head of one of the
most important SAF organizations
and personally responsible for their
budget.) Taking these facts into account, the committee arrived at a
decision. The vote was 4-0-2 for the
chosen candidate. Two members of
the committee did not get to question
Patrick Mullin in the original interview, so they felt abstentions were in
order.
A sound argument based on the
premise of reputed success in
Washington, D.C., Saudi Arabia, or
other, does not ensure the conclusion
of success in Durham. But an
argument of participation in a Student
Activity Fee organization, and of success m Durham, 1eaas to a much more
justifiable possibility of success.

J. Howard Carter
Student Senate

Anderson
To the Editor:
What a relief to see an intelligent, informed person finally run for
president. John Anderson's performance in the Republican debates was
outstanding. He said what he believed
directly and with unusual intelligence
for a presidential candidate. Even
· Senator Dole said Rep. Anderson is the
'smartest man' running for president.
However, Anderson's stands on the
, issues, which should count when electing the Chief Executive, might be
overshadowed by money. Money, unfortunately, runs politics especially in
America. It is my hope, though, that
Americans whether Democratic or
Republican look at Anderson and
make the obvious choice of him over
the Peanut Farmer and the Milkman
from Texas.
Stephen Mooney
Alexander Hall
Durham,NH

-Library
Dear Sir:
Students who have used copies of
Yetman & Steele, Majority and
Minority, may find a ready market
with the acquisitions librarian, Robert
Reed, 862-2297, and thereby help solve
a severe shortage in reserve readings
for those currently enrolled in Race
and Ethnic Relations.
Peter Dodge
Associate Professor

aho u t letters
New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor
and prints them as space allows, but cannot guarantee the in-•
clusion of any letter.
AU letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500
w~r~s in ?rder t~ ~e printed. All letters· are subjected to minor
ed1tmg. Fmal dec1s1ons on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824
.
'
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MUSO and SCOPE sho·u ld .not merge
Decentr~lization is the key reason why MUSO
and SCOPE should not merge to form the
STUDENT Programming Committee.
The issue of centralization (essentially
monopolization) is the same no matter what level
of society we look at. Our society functions on the
principle that the less power one person or group
has, the freer and more equal we all are. MUSO
. and SCOPE are no exception. The fewer sources
scheduling entertainment at UNH, the less entertainment diversity there will be.
MUSO argues that one central philos9phy and
scheduling plan will eliminate conflicts arid
overlapping between it and SCOPE. No doubt it
is true; whenever there is a monopoly in charge,
competition is no problem. To the student,
however, MUSO scheduling problems aren't important. What matters to the student is the best
entertainment possible. The more overlapping the
better. The more events to choose from, the better
the leisure and educatipnal opportunities at UNH
are.
MUSO and SCOPE still have to stay within
their budgets whether they are one or two
organizations. Giving MUSO (under the alias
SPC) more control over entertainment funded by
the Student Activity Fee would make its job easier
by reducing its need to be creative, efficient, and
responsive.

J

Our whole economic system works unc;ler this
principle. If a company cannot' produce a product
people want, at a price they are willing to pay,
th~t company either changes or it goes ~ut of .
business. Of course, it is the only company (or
· one of a very few) producing that product, it has
little worry about keeping prices low or guaranteeing good service because there is no alternative
for the consumer to turn to.
In the same way, an SPC would be under less
pressure to bring entertainment students ·want,
because if you don't go to an SPC event you don't
go anywhere.
And, actually, since SCOPE doesn't schedule
concerts in the MUB, room conflict is not a factor.
MUSO will still have the same competitors (Saul
0 Sidore Lecture Series, Parapsychology Club)
within the building, but less from outside.
MUSO' s attempt to swallow up its biggest competitor is not surprising. Due to the Frampton
fiasco, SCOPE is weaker politically and financially than at any other time since I've been-here. ;
Bi:-ian Ray argues in a letter to student senators :
that competition in scheduling concerts puts "a
'lock' on the date, thus preventing the dher f
organization from scheduling a concert near that
time." Granting SCOPE sole responsibilities for
concerts would prevent gluts and drouts of concerts from occuring, while at the same time en-

'

couraging MUSO to present interesting films and
lectures to be competitive.
.
.
.
A SCOPE concert bombed last year, ·but
management changes from year to year and it
could just as well have been a MUSO concert.
Severe financial damage to one large organization
could hurt all entertainment at UNH. The
Chrysler Corporation exemplifies the risk inherent
in allowing one organization to be responsible for
the jobs (or in the SPC's case, entertainment) of
too many people. Having the financial risk
distributed over two organizations is better than
sinking it all into one large monolith. ·
Moreover, enlarging SCOPE's job will give it
more to do than scheduling a couple of concerts
~ch semester. It will also decrease the dominance
MUSO has over entertainment at UNH.
At all levels of society, centralizing control increases the power of a few people at the expense of
many. Our whole democratic society and
capitalist system acknowledges centralization is
the wrong way to achieve efficiency and freedom.
The case we have here is. no different.
The Student Senate made a wise decision last
Sunday to overrule the SAFC' s suggestion to
abolish SCOPE. This Sunday an attempt will be
made to have the Senate rescind that decision. I
hope they reject that effort.

'

R.A. POSITIONS
AVAILABLE-FALL 1980
APPLY BY FEB. 1, 1980
PICK UP APPLICATIONS
AT AREA COMMUNITY DES.KS
AREA I-STOKE HALL · AREA II-DEVINE HALL
AREA Ill-CHRISTENSEN HALL
,

I

To become an R.A. you must ~ttend an
AREA CANDIDATE INTEREST NIGHT
AREAi
Thurs.'Jan. 31, Stoke Study Lounge 7:00 P.. m.
AREA II
Tues. Jan. 29, Devine Main 7:00 p.m.
AREA III
Wed. Jan. 30, Christensen B-Tower 7:00 p.m.
SEE PAGE · 8 OF THIS PAPER FOR DETAILS.
*ACT NOW*
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-Rampal brings a golden flute glow to UNH

By Beth Albert
Jean-Pierre Rampal glowed
last night: shiny black pate~t
leather sh_oes, r~ lapel .on his
black tails, stlver nmmed
glass~, gold William S. Haynes
flute, and a broad grin. He
glowed.
.
And the sell-out audience at
. Johnson Theater glowed ba,ck.
Rampal, the flute-world s version of Paganini, danced through
·Bach, Tel~ma~, Sch~bert _and
Feld, leavmg ~1s -audience m a
trance. Techmque, breath control, and triple tonguing were all
taken for granted as the pure tone
of the gold flute echoed.
And when it seemed impos~i~le
that the 58-year-old Pans1an
c?uld take ~me more breath from
bis large diaphragm, he gave an
encore.
. And another. And another. And
fmally another.
. By Monday Ra~pal will have
given 12 conce~ts m 14 days. And
that means trips to San Francisco, Montana, New Orleans and
New York.
. I! mE?3ns two e:onc~rts I!!_ UNH,

fe

and in between, luncheons, interviews, and meetings with students.
S~, Rampal's scJted~e here l~ft
no time for practice. When I m
on the road I prefer to sleep, not
to practice," he said in his thick
French ~cc~nt.
But with Just an afternoon nap,
Rampal had the ene~gy ~o play a
two-hour concert which mcluded
Franz Schubert's breath beating
:•1ntr~uction and ,v~riat~ons on
Trock ne Blumen
(withered
flowers).
Accompanying Rampal on his
hectic schedµle_ back and forth
across the Uruted States was
equally energetic John Ritter.
Alt~ough_ Robert , Veryon~crmx 1s Rampal s . ~~st
f~mous accomparust, Jotm~g
him on numerous records meluding s~veral a~ards f(!r t~e
Grand pr1x du Disque, Ritter s
style on both harp~ichord and
piano blended well with the Frenchman.
Lines from Bach's trio Sonata
in F Major flowed from barosichord to flute. The intricate

uresetc.,

exchanges of the theme in the ·
Schubert were . handled admirably by Ritter. And the quiet
spoken 41-year-old Louisiana
native never overpowered the
flute
If Rampal's father had had his
way, the world-reknowned flutist
would be standing over an
operating table doing surgery.
But Rampal traded a white coat
for black tails and the concert
stage. And all . the world's
benefited. He has popularized
solofluteconcerts
Rampal says he has never
known stage fright. And as his
over six foot frame stood with
feet apart, bending occasionally
to the waist-high music stand, he
played through piece after piece
barely glancing at the audience
except during bows .
But he appreciated the standing ovations and the shouts of
bravo.
Rampal treated the audience to
Claude Bolling's "Baroque and
Blue" from the "Suite for Flute
and Jazz Piano" in which Ritter's
harpsichord became a modernjazz piano and Rampal's flute
vacillated
from
traditional
baroque themes to improvised
passages.
Rampal's favorite composer is
Wolfgang Mozart, although none
of classic's .works were on the
program. "Mozart was a
genius," Rampal explains.
The genius has rubbed off on Jean-Pierre Rampal played to an appreciative audience in the
Rampal, and he shared that gift Johnson Theater last night. All performances were sold out.
with his audience last night.
· ( Art Illman photo)

Uslng: your feet--a sure-fire way to help a kidney
By Leslie Williams 1·t.
Stranded at the top: of some
cold, desolate mountain? Your
ski gloves frozen to t~ chairlift
and your nose· white ~th frostbite? A little di~couraged
because there's only ~-~ inches
of man-made snow? What a way
to spend March br@k ! Fortunately, there's stilfl time to
reverse this situation and spend
seven days in Berm\:Kll. And it
will cost you nothing. · .• ....
Just grab a pair of;sneakers
and rush off to regist~i: jn Hetzel
Hall's Third Annual ,Dance-A-

Thon to benefit the Kidney Foundation-New Hampshire Affiliate.
You can register from January
26-31 at the MUB or any of the
three dining halls.
Dance for forty-eight hours,
and be the couple with the most
pledges per hour, and you've
won. You're on your way to sunny
Bermuda!
There's only one grand prize,
but· there are plenty of second,
third, fourth and consolation
prizes. Gift certificat~s from
Campus Quiche, gourmet dinners
for two at Dunfey's, The Oar

tiJL(}ose clJiinge by Dennis

House, Bratskeller, Hannon's
and Cat Nip.
Ski lift tickets and craft c·ourses
will be awarded throughout the
days and nights of February 1, 2
and 3. Women's World Health
Spas, Bass, Radio Shack,
Garland, Friendly's, Hudson's
Apparel
and
Hairworks
Unlimited have donated prizes.
Last year's winning couple, ·
Carrie Roantree and Peter Tufts,
managed- to raise $2,200 for the
New Hampshire Kidney F,oundation.
- The joint efforts of 40 couples

pooled $8,133 for the Foundation
formation especially.
Linda Steussing, executive
The New Hampshire Kidney
director of the New Hampshire Foundation also provides transKidney Foundation, called the portat;ion for dialysis patients,
Dance-A-Thon their "most helps financially-insecure perlucrative fund-raising event.''
sons and works to inform the
She hopes that support will con- public. Newsletter, pamphlets,
tinue, especially this year. If the films, slides and forums are
Foundation fails to raise $50,000 widely used by the Foundation.
by June 30, 1980, it will be forced . Gail Mcsweeney and Chip
to close the New Hampshire Seger, co-chairpersons of the
branch. This would be a great Dance-A-Thon, hope to raise
tragedy to the area's kidney $10,000 this year with nickel and
patients who rely on the Foundation's many services; coun- KIDNEY, page 13
seling, dialysis and transplant in-
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A shqrt (very short) story of a dictator
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Ever since I wa$ a little boy, I've dreamt of
becoming a fascist di~tor.
While some kid$ '. wanted to ·be firemen and
others wanted to be baseball players, I would fantasize about covering my chest with medals, my
eyes with reflector s~nglasses, and my head with a
stiff military cap, complete with shiny black brim.
So adorned, I woulf,l step proudly onto the
balcony of my grandiose palace where hundreds
of thousands of peasa,nts would receive me, chanting "Cauchon! Caucltqttl"
"We must eliminate the marxist imperialist
capitalist element th:tt is subverting this great
criuntry of mine," lw~uld yell.
The mindless thrOl'lg would roar approval.
Some would reach ·o ut to touch me. I'd glance
them with my riding :c rop and they'd faint.
Ah, that'd be the fife. Torturing my friends and
killing my enetnie$. · King, Supreme Ruler,
President-for-Life, all rolled into one. And even
more· than those swell titles, I'd combine my two
lifelong ambitions-being my own boss and
working for the government.
But I need your help to do it. Yes, insignificant
you can help a poor New Hampshire boy fulfill his
lifelong ambition and at the same time eliminate
your worries about government, international
problems, and moral decisions altogether.
All you have to do is stop trying to assert yourself where you're not wanted. I'll do the rest.

friends) would stop voting, I could assume power
without bloodshed. (And I sincerely want to avoidbloodshed.)
It's up to you though, .to realize your own
overwhelming insignificance in the voting process.
Consider that even in a small state like New Hampshire, you are only one out of 450,000 registered
voters. Think about it, even in one of the smallest
states in the country; your vote is only worth
.0000021 percent of the total. Then think about
the whole country, assume 60 million people vote,
an insig_nifican~peon like yourself accounts for
barely 1.6 x 10
percent of the total vote. Now
that is insignificance. And what's worse, the more
you vote, the more meaningless you make
everybody else. Do you want to be a factor in
making the lives of millions of people less
meaningful? I didn'tthink so.
Now, what you've got to do is stop listening to
. those do-gooder liberals playing mother and
telling you, "Now kiddies, you must vote in every
election because every vote counts."
Bullshit.
You can make your own decisions. The truth is,
every vote hurts. It hurts me, it hurts my friends,
and it.hurts your own dignity.
What self-respecting human being would take
part in a process that reduces him or her 'into a
number. Maybe you're vote number 21,453,002,
but what does it matter? There's still another 40

clerk dropped your ballot o:r:i the floor and it's sit-ting underneath a table, covered with footprints.
What would your vote be worth then? Huhl7 Go
ahead, say it. "My vote was worth nothing, Dennis. It was totally meaningless and without value."
·oK, let's say nothing. does happen to your insignificant little vote during the very complex
tabulating process. We'll assume the Ronald
Reagan supporter who counts your vote doesn't
smile while he crumples it in a ball and sends it
sailing towards the trash can. We'll evtn say the
woman working the adding machine (circa 1939)
doesn't hit the wrong key wiping out not only
your vote, but your whole family's. And, for the
sake of argument, we'll assume that somehow,
finally, down near the bottom, in the fourth
column of page B14 of The New York Times, right
above New Mexico's 243,857 votes, there it is,
your vote, number 21,253,002. How sweet. But
does it mea:r:i anything? No, because your candidate lost New Hampshire by 43,000 -votes
anyway, giving all your state's electoral votes to a
man you've despised your entire life. Awwwwl
Tough luck--chump.
It's time for you to stop participating in a
process so degrading. Be proud of your apathy.
Don't contribute to your own insignificance. Say,
"I don't vote and I'm damn proud of itl"
When you don't care, you can't get hurt. When
you do care, you only hurt yourself. So be
reasonable and let those of us who deserve it rule
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Folk music is worshipped at the Churrh
By Artlllman

have to look for it," Forand said.
Medieval chandeliers with dim
flame-shaped light bulbs hang
from the ceiling of the Church
fashioned by Russell Pope, ~
Newmarket blacksmith. Beneath
the chandeliers are simple
wooden tables and chairs. A large
wood stove warms the room, as
customers lean on the newly constructed bar.
On Wednesday nights, the
Church opens its doors to inexperienced musicians and gives
them the opportunity to perform
on stage in front of an audience.
They call it Hoot Night.
"We watch people grow as
musicians," said Rick Blum, co::,wner, who schedules entertainment. "Then, after a few months
::>n stage, learning·not only to olav
for an audience but to entertain
them, they become performers."
Nine years ago Bill Morrissey
began doing Hoot Nights. Today,
he performs throughout New
England, but still calls the Stone
Church home.
"Originally, hoot was on Sunday," Morrissey said. "It was
family day at the Church. All-the
local musicians would get
together, jam on stage, and
receive free beer and dinner. We
would work out arrangements in
the back room, and try out new
songs on our friends."
In March, 1977, Morrissey
wrote a song about New Hampshire and then Governor Meldrim
Thomson, entitled, Live Free or
Die. In the song, Morrissey is
stamping out license plates in a
New Hampshire prison.:
Now New Hampshire
aint a bad state It's known around the globe,
On account of Meldrim Thomson
And his buddy William Loeb.
I'd ask that governor
for a pardon,
But I know he'd rave and rant,
he'd say
I got no time for pardons. kid
I've got to build a nuclear plant.
Morrissey wasn't particularly
enthused about the song, but

sprung it on the crowd one Hoot
Night. "It brought the house
down," he recalled. It was
released as a single and became
a bestseller in the Seacoast area. ·
"On stage you're close to the
audience," Morrissey explained.
"People come to listen. Those
who don't you can usually win
over. The Church audience is.
relaxed. A performer can work
off them, get feedback from
them. You can lead your audi.ence as much as they lead you."
Cormac McCarthy is another
performer who calls the Stoae
Church his home base. One
evening, Cormac was playing
serious folk songs in front of a
packed house. The crowd,
however, was ignoring I him.
Cormac led his band into a superslow version of the Beatles'
"Twist and Shout." Then, to the
melody of JIMI Hendrix's "Purple Haze,'' Cormac sang, ''Tie
that yellow ribbon round that old
oak tree. You light up my life, you
give me hope.'' The audience
became silent, its attention
focused on the stage. Cormac had
taken over the crowd.
ago,
century
a
Over
. Newmarket was the home of one
of the largest textile mills in the
world. In 1883, the Newmarket
Manufacturing Company purchased the land where the Stone
'church stands today, and built a
church for the overseers of the
mill to worship in.
Shipbuilders used huge timbers The Stone Church sits on Zion's Hill in Newmarket. According
to construct the frame and the to the owner, he doesn't have a ladder tall enough to replace
self-supporting cathedral ceiling. the "Stone Church" above "Meeting House!' (John Keenan
The stone walls were built by photo)
local masons; each shale stone hide in corners. I don't know from Lunch at the Dump, and
carried by hand up Zion's Hill they're there, and they don't deciding to spend the night in
from the Lamprey River's edge.
know I'm here. At the Stone New Hampshire, telephoned coAfter three years of construc- Church, yo~ can see everyon~. owner Rick Blum. That afternoon
tion, the church was given to the They appreciate you. Its a greyhound bus, with Clements
Universalist Society. In 1868, they definitely a listening club, a and his band in it, climbed up
sold i_t to a Catholic_priest from listening audience. It's in- Zion's Hill.
timate."
"Vassar jammed with all the
Exeter, for $1,700.
Musicians agree that things local musicians for over three
It was a Catholic ·church for a
time, then a school. ~V~!1!!-lally, seem to happen at the Church. hours," Blum recalled. "It was a
"People can find music they thrill for all of them.''
the church leased the building to
normally can't hear anywhere
"And then there was the time
the Forresters, a Catholic club
the
"like
Morrissey,
said
else,"
Mary Mccaslin performed
when
their
transferred
for men. They
time we all jammed with Vassar by candlelight at the Church,
lease to the Veterans of Foreign
. when a power failure in
Clements.''
Wars. The V.F.W. post was
In the spring of 1976, UNH · Newmarket interrupted her first
credited with the first live entersponsored a free outdoor concert · set. We put candles on stage, and.
tainment, holding dances on
featuring the bluegrass legend, she and Jim Ringer played
weekends. They even had rollerVassar Clements, and his band. A without amplifiers. You could
skating on the· upstairs ballroom
band called Lunch at the Dump, hear a pin drop it was so quiet,''
floor.
that grew out of the Church, he said. ''People even refrained
In the fifties, a company that
played as a warm-up act. from lighting cigarettes. It was
manufactured heels for women's
Clements heard about the Church beautiful."
·
shoes occupied the church. The
factory thrived until 1969 when a
fire broke out in a spray paint
room.
During the fire restoration, a
was
crawlspace
hidden
discovered in the basement. The
crawlspace led to a corner where
more than sixty empty whiskey
bottles dating back to the 1800's
were neatly stacked. Apparently,
they belonged to the shipbuilders
and masons. The bottles might
explain why it took them three
years to build the church in the
first place. Or, perhaps they had
a premonition of what their stone
church might be over a century
later.
in
In February of 1979, Herb
Pomeroy played at Ute Church
with the Tom Gallant Trio.
Pomeroy, one of New England's
foremost trumpeters and big
band leaders, appeared on the
Newmarket stage in corduroy
pants and a sweater. Despite subpeople
temperatures,
zero
packed into the Church.
"We enjoy it up here,"
Pomeroy said. "We played here
Bill Morrissey brings wit and origbtality to the Stone Church last May and were well received.
with songs about number plates and nuke plants. (Art Illman In most Boston clubs ~pl~ can
Herb
Mccaslin,
Mary
Pomeroy, Travis and Shook,
Cormac McCart}ly, Driveway
Wilson and Bill Morrissey all go
to church in Newmarket. And
while they regularly stand in
front of over 100 churchgoers,
they don't pray and they rarely
preach. The churc}:l cast out its
worshippers in 1898, and seventytwo years later became a nightspot, the Stone Church.
Perched on Zion's Hill in
Newmarket, the Stone Church
presents live entertainment
Wednesday through Sunday with
an orientation toward folk and
accoustic music.
"We would make more money
with electric music," said coowner Don Forand. "We've experimented with it, but that's not
why we're here."
'The Church' has featured such
acts as singer Mary Mccaslin,
bluegrass band J.D. Crowe and
The New South, the comedy team
of Travis and Shook, and Boston
jazz trumpeter Herb Pomeroy, to
name a few.
But, with the exception of the
big names, who usuajly appear
on weekends, the essence of the
Stone Church is the local
musicians and the local people. It
is these people and their music,
combined with the incredible life
history of the building that make
the Church unique.
Above all else, the Church is a
most
On
club.
listening
weeknights local performers entertain the crowd. ''They do
original material. They are not
only · talented musicians, but
talented composers as well. The
Church has always been an outlet
for fine, local talent," Forand
said.
"The main thing is the people.
It's an extension of the sixties,
like a coffee house or a meeting
place. With that atmosphere in
mind, we provide unique entertainment.
''Once, all you could find in
Boston was folk music. Now you

The New Hampshire
needs a copy editor.

Please apply
Room 151 of the MUB
for this paid position.
See Dana.
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Using your feet~-a sure-fire way to help_a kidney
KIDNEY
continued from page 12
dime support coming from UNH
students. Come to the Dance-A_thon anyway, even if you don't
dance. $10,000 is a lot of nickels
and dimes. "But with everyone's
help, we can make it," sai~ Gail.

... Become a spectator. Fifty cents will get you into the MUB's
Granite State Room where you
can dance along with the contestants or just roam around.
"The important thing is a crowd
to cheer you on," said Wes Waugh, a veteran of the Dance-A-

Thon.
Carrie Roantree agreed.
"Crowd support is very important. I couldn't have done it
without those people behind me."
Ken Blanchard, a local D.J.,
who has been doing the Dance-AThon for two years now,

suggested getting a group
together like a dorm and all
trooping 'up to the MU:B to dance
awhile. ''The kids get really tired
between the hours of one and five
in the morning. The time just
seems to drag. It's great to have
a group there to spur them on.''

79 perce;'lt of all profi~ ~onated
to the Kidney Founda hon go
dir~tly t!> ~dney researc~ so it's
a worthwhiJe donation. Its _eyen
t~x deduct1ble--and less expens1ve than a hamburger and coke
5
KIDNEY
, J>age
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SNOW
. continued from page 3

by Garry Trudeau
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ward to coming home to snow after spending a semester at Chico
State in California. "I was surprised and disappointed to see
there wasn't any snow.". he said.
"But I was happy to see it
Tuesday because t could finally
go cross-country skiing in coliege
~
woods."
"It's the way it's supposed to
be," said student Frank Geis.
"The snow gives me a chance to
get going."
.
But not all students welcomed
the official opening of the season.
"I wanted to make it through a
whole winter without it,'' said
student Dawn Allgaier.

Finalists

by Craig Whit8

STATE

Correct, ·sherwbod Forest y You re
the most recent winntr in our
Rob rnhood tdvia contest Y

I

1972 UNH Wiidctit Sports Highlights
HIGHLIGHTS
WENH-TV (Channel 11) anOct. 6 - In an article entitled
continued from page 18
nounces its decision to begin "No Athletic Scholarships for
May 9 - Hockey coach Charlie televising UNH hockey games.
UNH Women," then (physical
Jeff Bannister, who graduated education) department chairHolt announces the recruitment
of Warren Brown and Cap from UNH the year before (1971), man, Robert Kertzer stated
Raeder, two individuals who represented the United States as "emphatically" that he felt that
were to- figure prominently in i.ts premier decathloner in women wouldn't receive scholarUNH hockey in the years to Munich for the 1972 Olympic ships nor would coaches be
Games. Bannister fell upon hard · allowed to recruit players.
come.
,
May 16 - The UNH women's . times, literally, however, wh~n Nevertheless UNH still managed
tennis team finishes with a per- he slipped in a sprint event -to have one of the most complete
fect 4-0 record, one of the many costing him hundreds of points. women's
programs
(comHis final point total was more paritively) in the east with eight
winning seasons to follow.
Sept. 15 - Former UNH hockey than 1,000 less than his previous · teams.
player John Gray signs a multi- best which could have placed him
Former football captain and
year contract with the New in the top five. Unfortunately, wrestler turned boxer, Cliff
Engiand Whalers. Michael Ont- Bannister finished 21st. Bruce MacDonald
sparrs
with
kean who starred for UNH from Jenner was tenth.
Muhammed Ali for two rounds at
Sept. 19 - UNH finishes second Boston Garden as a preliminary
1966-69 lands a spot in Hollywood
as one of three rookie cops in the in the Keene State soccer tour- _ bout for the Joe DeNucci - Emile
nament (four teams).
television series, "The Rookies."

J,.---: ~

.

. .KEEP THAT HEALTHY VIBRANT

''SUMM'ER GLOW'' ALL YEAR LONG
Your tan won't have to end with
summer at TANIQUE

for institutional and · new
program development.
Bersi is a professor of speech
and education.
Steven Sample, 40, is
executive vice-president for
academic affairs and dean of the
graduate school at the University
of Nebraska in Lincoln. Sample is
an electrical engineer, and
studied at the University of
Illinois.
He received his doctorate in
1965 at age 24.
He spent several ,years in the
electronics field. As senior scientist for Melpar, Inc., he was
responsible for datp analysis for
the spacecraft communicator
programs on Gemini VII.
At age 14, Sample became a
tympanist with the St. Louis
Philharmonic Orchestra.
Virginia Lester, president of
700-student
Mary
Baldwin
College in Staunton, Va., holds a
doctorate from the Union
Graduate School in Cincinnati.
Most of her professional career
has been spent in administration.
She has held positions at Empire
State College and Skidmore
College.
. Lester, 49, was a visiting

Griffith bout.
Oct. 13 - UNH rugby club wins
the eight team UMass Invitational Rugby Tournament.
Dec. 1 - The UNH football
team finishes with a 4-5 record faculty fellow at Harvard in 1976, \
under first year coach Bill
Bowes. Three members make the before going to Mary Baldwin.
Yankee Conference team: Gerry ,....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,
Moray and Ed Booker, both captains, and offensive tackle Don
SPEAKERS '
Miller. All are seniors.
Soccer also wins awards:
goalie Jim Mueller and fullback
Ken Chartier are selected to the WHOLESALE PRICES
All-Yankee Conference and AllNew England. Forward Joe Murdoch made first team All-New
England and fullback Roger
Krueger won All-Yankee Con-·,
CALL 749-4719
ference recognition.

NICK'S
Restaurant & Lounge
wishes to invite the ,
UNH community to enjoy
good food, good drink and
fine company
in our newly expanded lounge

80 VAUGHAN MALL
PORTSMOUTH, N.H. 03801
603-431-7047

our expansion is simply a
means of saying
''Thank you UNH''
for allowing us to serve you

VISNMastercharge wercome
Tanning hours:
Sat. 10:00 a.m.--8:00 p.m.
Sun 1:00 p.m.--6:00 p.m.

NICK'S

1o percent Discount with UNH IDs
VISNMastercharge welcome

FINALISTS
continued from page 3

47 Main Street
Durham
open daily 11: OOa.m. ·until legal closing_

DISCOUNT

PP ICES

'
THRUTHURS
FRI AT6:30and 9:20
SAT AT 1:30-6:30-9:20
SUN ATl:30-4:15-7:00

Miiil~¥~ff~Ji~ only
AND SUN EVENINGS

ADULTS $1.50-FAMI LY $3.00
17 AND UNDER $1.00
PRiCES MON THRU THURS EVENINGS
AND SAT 1 :30 and 4:45 SHOWS

~
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Reactions

Buy a sub and present
this stub and

UR NAME
PRINT

REACTION
continued from page 1
said senior Steve Stance!. ''I
don't like the idea of being drafted in the future, but if I have to
go, I'll go."
stance! added that he thought
people would be in favor of the
return of the draft.
"More people are in favor of it,
because of the country's mood,"
he said. "But if it were two months
ago, I don't think so."
.
Interim President Jere Chase
said he hoped the draft would not
come back.
"I feel the same as anyone
else," Chase said, "and I hope
there's no necessity of a draft."
At least one UNH student
thought women should be. drafted.
·
"Sure, if we have to fight, why
can't they?" said sophomore
Domenic Visconti. "Especially
the women's libbers."

IN

Dorison's Snacks.

You too should be a part of the
American voice being published by
Van Steads. Send your signed ·
[Print Name Clearly] ·Original Poem
Idea/ or Short Story [1 Page]
With $25 to:
VAN STEADS
303 Fifth Ave.
k
y
New Yor , N. .
·
10016

will donate 50¢ to the
Hetzel Dance-a-thon to
benefit the Kidney Foundation
My goal is $50.00
Help me meet itl

l-------------- ------------- -- -

SKI SALE.

You will receive a copy
for your b 00kSh8 .If and

•------llli1i0° •o11siiaiileiis•---•--

All cross--country skis
now on sale ...

0

111J• f

visit the skilled

ROSSIGNOL WAXLESS Reg. 129.00 NOW 89.95
ASNES TURLANGRENN I{eg. 130.00 NOW 95.00
KNEISSL TOURING Reg. 129.00 NOW 102.50
complete packages-skis,.boots, poles
bindings, mounting

. . I

· ALL PARKAS and VESTS 20 percent OFF
SKI GLOVES and MITTS 25 percent OFF

Red Cross.
The Good Neighbor.

PIANQS
FOR SALE
Pianos rebuilt & regulated
efjl)ishing.

Mens and Women's hairstyling
Durham Shopping Center
868-7363
Open every Sunday
and Evenings
(Tues. - Fri.)

:g,. Desjardins
Tel. 742-5919

~ ~lllildtmtlS Crails
Pettee Brook Lane
Durham, New Hampshire 03824
Tel. (603) 868-5584
Wilderness Camping, Back Packing, Ski Touring

r

.;a. -

-

Mon.~Frl. 9-5:30, Sat. 9-5, T~ur~~ay Eve TH"B:3~

Our specialties iYfclude homemade breads,
chowders and soups.
All sandwiches on homemade bread.
29 Main Street

Durham
(next to Hairworks Unlimited)
868-5151
Now Open:

BEAUTY SAVER
500 MAPLEWOOD A VE.
PORTSMOUTH, N.H.03801
( n~xt to Sweaterville )
MASTER CHARGE & VISA ACCEPTED

TEL. 431-6423

11 a.m.--2 a.m.
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Vandalis01
VANDALISM
continued from page 1
think that since they just live
here for a couple of years there is
no reason to have any pride in the
place. _But if they were living at
home, a few drinks wouldn't l~d
-to destruction."
Several steps have been taken
to decrease damages in Stoke,
·though, Fox said.
In the past, a damage report
was issued at the end of the
semester and residents paid in
one lump sum.
This semester, damage bills
and bills for stolen furniture will
be issued on a monthly basis.
"It should make the kids see
just how much they are going to
have to pay if it doesn't stop,"
Compos said. ''If people are
more aware on a regular basis it
should help."
Sophomore Tim Devin attributed some of the damage to
frustrations that arise for students from academic competition.
"When you're taking tough
courses and just getting by, then

A wide-OP.en

winter with
the best contact
of your life.
Portsmouth's first contact lens
and eyeglass specialty center.
Lowestprice in the area includes:
"Feel Safe" 90 day 100% returnable fee.
Highest quality lenses, FDA approved.
Fitting instruction, lenscare kit.
One year office visits:
No obligation in~office trial.
Complete.eyeglass services
In-office service plan available

ex,9MS9.t~~th~ ~iw.i~
Portsmouth, NH 03801 (603) 436-1200
Open Monday thru Saturday 10 AM.

for sale
Queen-size mattress for sale. Almost new.
Top quality, lndlvldual cons. $200 new, sell
for 90. Call 868-1024.1 /25
For Sale: El Omegar B-22 enlarget w/75mm
Timer. Best offer. Call Dennis 868-1348.2/5.

~~~tr~~~~~:~ f~~~~:J::!f ;~~tal~~~MrFnJ
stereo. Included with set are two speakers
(16" x 10". Very good condition. $100, Call
868-9634, ask for Suzanne. Evenings.
Canon 155A automatic flast bought
orlglnally for $75, wlll sell for $45 only 1 year
old. ..Looks brand new, Excellent with cannon AE-1 call Jc,e at 868-1528.2/5.
1972 Olcismobtle CuNass Supreme 2 - Dr.
coupe Hardtop, V-8 350- 2 barren carburetor.
Vlnyl roof, bucket seats, Hurtz transmission
on floor. Has new radials and new radial
snow tires, 2 extra mag rims, power steering.
Cull 664-9526 after 6 p.m.1 /28.
·
Speakers for sale:
Complete series at
Wholesale Prices I Call now before making
the big mistake of purchasing elsewhere.
749~719.2/5.

Ski boots for sate, Nordlca Mirror ski boots
bought orlglnally for $185 sell to you for $90.
2 years old, 9xcellent condition. Call Joe
868-1528..21'5.

SKIS- Rossignol "SMASH" 175cm with
TYROLIA 350 Bindings • poles-Excellent
· condition $60.00 call lruce 7~·3140.1/~9.
One Fisher 4030 4-channel reclever. In fair
condition, sounds good, Best offer. Call Ed
In Rm. 327. 2·1584, 168-986'.1/25.
.
Electrophonlc Stereo. Self containing unit
has Garrard turntable, AM/FM/FM stereo
and .8-track player. Included with set are
two speakers (24"x12"l and siereo cabinet.
very gooa conamon. $175. Call 749-1321
evenings. 215
203 cm Dynastar Omeglass with Salomon
555 Equlpe. Brand new. Beat offer I need
money.• Call George 868-5498
FOR SALE: Ladles 100 percent leather dress
boots. Pointed toe, sllght heel. Size 6t/2. Excellent condition Asking $40. Coll 868-2489.
Does your dorm room or apt. lack lndlvlduallty and style? We wlll custom-make
bars, coffee tnbtes, lofts, bookshelves and
other furniture to your specifications. For
fine quality and Inexpensive prlcei call 2·
1695.2/8.
Ultra-manual AR turntable, well used but stlll
g~lng strong. $35. 664-276'. 1/25.
BUNK BED for sale. Stained Wood, well built
of sturdy 2x4's. Mattreu freel Call 749-3704.
2/1.

SKI RACING EQUIPMENT-K2 810 207cm AA
stock 80.00, K2 710 204cm A5 stock 110.00,
A!c.nlc Arc 205cm 40.00, Bllzzard Comp
203cm 110.00. Spaldlna sauodra Corse
2')5cm 140.00, Nordlca Grand Prix 10mm
60.00, Lange XL1000 7m 60.00, Caber 460
10¼m 125.00, Clothing from CB, Profile,
Gant, Elllse, Colmar, Demetre, SllvyTrlcot;
Priced to sell new since 1978 call Jeff 2·
1585, 868-9862, 312 Englehardt.1/29.

IFC Sponsors

SPRING RUSH 1980
Wednesday, January 30th
8-l0p.m.
Madbury Road
Thursday, January 31st
8-10 p.m.
Strafford Ave. and Downtown

ALL MEN INVITED

at all.
Fox said "for every act of vandalism in this dorm, there is
someone who knows who did it.
But they won't come forward and
say who it was."
This only hurts the students
more, he said, because rather
than an individual paying for his
own damage, the bill is passed on
to the entire population of the
building.
"'If there were more pressure
from peers, " Fox said, "rather
than from the administration and
the RA's, it might cut down on the
amount of damage done.''
Fox is frustrated because he
said even when charges are
brought against a student for
vandalism at Stoke, often he 'is
given only a warning from the
University judicial committee.
"Last semester we had a kid
who we knew damn well had put a
hole in a ceiling; and he ended up
with no action against him at
all," Fox said. "Not even a warning. It didn't even go on his
record."
A dorm damage committee has
been set up to investigate the
vandalism to attempt to relieve
the hefty bills residents have
been paying.
Chairman of the committee,
sophomore Dino D'Errico said,
''lhe committee will be a help in
ma~ing people more aware. But
there's no way that it will be a
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---~classified ads----ROOM FOR RENT-On Young Drive. A 2 minute
walk to campus. Call anytime, ask for Nancy 772-6040. 1/25.
Mobile Home In Lee, 2 bdrm, quiet woods.
Dam· Deposit. 4 miles to UNH. Call am or
Garyat868-1381.1/29.
Roommate needed- Newmarket- 3
bedroom apt-on Karl-van-No pets-own
room $95/month plus utilities. 659-5822. 2/1.
Neat responsible roommate wanted for
comp!. Furn. Apt. In Dover. KVan $125/mo.
Cal 742-2019 Heritage HIii Apts.1 /25.

personals
To the cute guy who works In Stllllngs: Thanx
for your help last night - but why didn't YOU
bring out the cones??

rhe co,r;ittnulng saga of "As the Quad
turns ...
Our aspiring pre-medhUP.On returnln~
to his alma mater, w o has recent
been fired and rehired as a hlg
school human reproduction Instrucservices
tor comes to practice what he
preaches;
TYPING IBM Selectric 22 yrs. experience.
After attending a concert with five
Manuscripts, dissertations, reports, resumes,
women our unaeclared L.A. student Is
theses. 749-2692. 2/4
. changing his malor to carpentry with
TYPING-Retired Secretary. Experienced In
an emptiasls In notches;
all types of term papers, also novels, arThe room With the open window goes
tlcles, etc. Reasonable rates, prompt serfrom hot to cold as we find an unvice. Located walking distance to UNH.
suspecting roommate greeted by her
Anita. 20 Park Ct. Durham, 868-7078. 2/12.
~reoccupled roomle... ;
our lover of the Stone has a new
TYPING••Papers, letters, resumes. ate.
found Interest In the biochemistry of
S.60/pg. double ~paced $1.00/_p~. stng!i
life;
spaced CALL KAREN-Evenings, weekends
The details ore yet to be revealed as
868-9666. 2/12.
to this past weekend's "rock" climAll transfer students! Sign up now for "tranbing escapade and to the owner of
sfer connections" - a new series of support
the locks;
groups for any and all transfer students at
Our own beloved RED? head really
Commuter/TrQNter ctKlfer. Rm. 136 MUB 1/25
got "banged up" In the pig pile;
After a semester's absence our lover
Babysitters and parents unite! The Conlof the ladles has returned to the East.
muter/Tfanafer C•nter ,Is c~>ntlnulng Its
The Question .!!a.. WIii he continue to
babysitting pool, a 11st of babysitters and
nls lodlesrr,·
love
relevant Info. Interested parents • sitters
And now we find our beloved preJ>
visit Room 136 or caH-862-2136. 2/8.
pie
torn
between two lovers. Tne
TYPING-Retired secretary. Experienced In all
~uestlon Is, Does she have room for
types of term papers, also novels, short
t>oth???;
stories, artlcles, · etc. Reasonable reates.
Even the Innocent by-stander, an
Prompt service. Located within' walking
aaplrlnl sportscaster continues to
distance to UNH. 868-7078. Anita 20 Park
stand t> h•r:
Court, Durham. 1/25.
Our as Iring new figure of authhorlty
finds t at when sne gets be Ind
stories,. articles, etc. Reasonable rates.
closed doors she lets down more than
Group (Physics) Contact Pat Ferguson. 862·
her hair. She may not be able to hold
recently, o·nIy 1¼ years old. Call Joe 868her .secrets well but she sure had a
Lollberte of the Training In Academic Skllls
grlP on other things;
Pr~fesslonal TYPING at Its best by University
Affer digging tftrough the ... our
secretariat Associates. IBM CORRECTING
k-.per 6nhe dining nan reports that
SELECTRIC, choice of style, pitch; grammar,
·botn are full of ... ;
punctuation, · spelling
corrected.
Th• n•w movie, starring Doc'- The Guy
Reasonable rotes for superior quality. Diana
With the Big ... may now be ,n leopar2.-'-'/Sc__ _ _ _ __
Schuman, 742-4858. _
dy becaule he recently puRecf off
many pounds, but Is he pulllng
anything else? Critics all around th6
world ore examining the organ track
to see If It still measufes up;
Rumor has It our produce farmer has
Lost-Ladles watch, make-Westclox fqund In
Invested mllllons of dollars In the Lanz
Scorps on Sunday, January 13. Call Paul at
sleepwear company, In the form of
2-1617 Room 233.1/29.
stocks and says fhat things are rising;
Our aspiring vet Is knitting a saga of
her own as she dlllgently knits
for rent
blankets for tbe cradle stie Is robbing.
Who knows who's up and comlng??r
Fully furnished room available. Next to
campus. Female graduate student only.
Call 868· 1024. 1/25

you see someone taking all gut
courses and J(etting A's, you get
frustrated." Devin said
''Depending on the person
sometimes things like that get
taken out on this place (Stoke)."
, Compos agreed with him.
'Theres a lot of anxiety, expecially around test time, and
kids take it out on the building."
Fox believes only a small percentage of Stoke's damage can be
attributed to outsiders. "If a
resident sees someone walking
around the halls who they've
never seen before," he said,
''they should ask him or her if
they need some help."
"If they still don't seem to
belong, if they're just wandering
around looking for trouble, they
should be reported."
Fox said there are two main
obstacles to decreasing Stoke's
damage.
First, Fox said it is usually difficult to prove blame in the case
of vandalism, and he said students
are not willing to come forward
and "rat" on fellow.students.
Second, the system of judicial
action at Stoke and at UNH- is
such that it is sometimes easy to
get away with a warning, or a
smc!!l fine - or sometimes nothing

Linda. Thanx for all. We'll have a greater
time each time. Don. 1/25

To M.R. from Wakefield Mass. Say hi. I don't
bltel D.M. Waketleld.1/25
Dear Otter: I had a great time Friday night.
Thanx for being yourself. It was fun talkln'
and ... Love, Mary 1/25

Do_you really want to know what's on your
, mind? come find out tonight In Murkland
110. APB 1 Is sponsoring nationally acclalmed Russ Burgess and the donation Is
only $1.001/25

Dear Bubby: Thanx for the Rlunlte Dirty
Feety. Hope you had as much fun at the
steak dinner as we dldl Linda and Don. 1/25
The MUSIC BOX has the best In Disco, Rock
and ()Idles. For your next party. Over 2 yrs.
experience. Make your next party a sue•
cess. Call Nick Kargs at 2-1128. 2/12.

Happy 20th Susie Pl I hope It's great-RD 1/25

George Bush Orgtnatlonal meeting Monday
28th at 9:15 In the HIiisboro SuHlvan Room.
All welcome, come In • support a front runner. For Information call Steve at 862-1300.
1/29.
COUNSELORS: Co-ed chlldren's camp-N.E.
Pennsylvania. 6/21-8/21. Interested In
students and faculty who are Into personal
growth. Positions avallable: swimming
(W.S.I.), boating, canoeing, salllng, waterskllng, tennis, gymnasllcs, baseball,
basketball, soccer, golf, camping, nature,
dramatics, piano, gultar, art, woodworking,
ceramics, batik, sculpture, macrame, poltery, ham radio, photography, yoga. Write: .
12 Allevard St., Lido Beach, N.Y. 11561. On
campus Interviews arranged. 2/12.
R.A. applicants must come- fo Area Candidate Interest Night. They are as follows:
Area 1 - Thurs Jan 31 Stoke Study Lounge at
7:00 pm. Area 2 - Tues Jan 29 Devl.ne Main
Lounga _a t 7:00 pm. Area 3 - Wed Jan 30
Christianson B-tower at 7:00 pm.
Beta: If that was hell, you are ouf devll'.
dellght. Love, Chi 0. 1/25

Ex0erlenced, athletic male seeks partnerto play squash, ahem. Females w/ a llttle
talent welcome. 86~-~143,WBT.2/1
Would somebody please give that snlvellng
Jerk who complains each semester aboul
everyone "getting psyched" about ~ch of
their In·dtvtc:Juol functions his own personal
so he'd quit complalnlng. Either that or get
him an appointment with a psychiatrist to
find out why he hates people who are
havlnQ fun. Or don't read the personals you
·Jerk and· let those of us who enjoy them
do.1/25
SPRING BREAK: Going SOUTHm Plan Early
and SAVE MONEY! i O days In sunny Ft.
Lauderdale, March 7-16. Contact Pete or
Ron ·a t 2-1296 or 868-9723. Don't walt-llmlted
space. 1/15.
Stlll looking for a great buy on skis (maybe
for next year) I have a pair of Lange 204
em's with Look Nevada Bindings In good
condition for sale. The first $75.00 fakes
them. (And you know that It has to snow
sometime) Caii 868--912'3 or 2-12·96 and ask
for Gerry. Leave a message.
Hey Freebie or ts It DCm Too bad you and
the rest of the c ·atamounts came all the
way down from Burlington to put another
mark under the "L" column on your team
record. I'm going to win our bet too badl
1125.
GET WELL MICHELLE BAKERlll 1/25.
Paul Keegan, how many glasses of Perrier
c an you drink now? 1/25.

Lib, Happy 20th! you made ltl Not that It ever
mattered last fall, never any "cordage."
Oh, once, thafs right. There's no Great
western In Durham's fine estobllshments, so
have a hop-skip on me and I'll toast you
with "Vitamin R." Happy Birthday, Luv ya,
Signed-Tom Petty In the West.1/29.
,MARTHA KING-Happy 22ndll Have a great
time In Montreal...(forget all the needles,
drug cards, and typing and go wlld) Love,
Lori
_
Want free room and board next fall? Apply-....
to be an R.A. now. See Half-page ads In the
New Hampshire or call 862-2743 for detalls.
l/1.
Support Group for Returning Students Forming-In need of support and encouragement to pursue your educational
and career plans? Want to meet people
with concerns similar to yours? Group starting January 29, 3-5 at the Counsellng and
Testing Center. Call Cynthia Shar 862-2090.
1/29.
Women's Group beginning Wedensday,
January 30, at the Counseling and Testing
Center, 4-6 p.m. For more Information call
862-2090. 1/29.
Wanted: one stingray bike stolen from Webster House Sat nlgnt the 19th durt'og our party. It belonged to a 7 yr. old boy. Call 868·
1311 with any Info. as to Its whereabouts. No
questions asked. 2/5.
Beth-A·hlp-hop-hlpplty... wlth the rhythm of
the booglty beatl Rapper's Deflght to
Daydream &ellever, Hampton at 2 lo the
playground-all the good times and now Ifs
better than ever. laughter and sunshine
and speaking without words- the best
friend anyone could have. Keep bellevlng
In daydreams-It's all part of the plan. Muell
love always, Sue. 1/29.
Hey youl Want to be rich and famous? Start
by applying for an R.A. position IM•
MEDIATELY at an area community desk
(Stoke, Devine, Christensen) Deadline Is
Feb.1, so hustle! 2/1.
Want a summer Job abroad? Join AIESEC.
There wlll be a new members meeting In
218 McConnell Hall, Tuesday, January 29 at
1 p.m. Students of ~II majors welc~me. 1/29.
You deserve the best In furnishings. Turn that
boring dorm room Into a home. For custommade furniture at low prices call 2-1695 and
see Just how Inexpensively you can outfit
your room In the best style. 2/8.
Amy Covert, you are the most beautiful girl·In
the worldlll .t /29.

Want to be an R.A. and !earn about Llfe?Plck up an appllcatlon at an area community desk right nowl 2/1.

,.i ey Crayfish! Good Job Sunday night. Even
wrecked the equipment! But that's O.K. you
ALMOST passed the test. Too bad you burned your buns and couldn't Join us on the
flnal run. It was a purely bllssful evening, If
you know what I mean. Keep working on
Berkley. Love, your adopted llttle sis. 1/25.
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Priniary
PRIMARY
continued from page 2
Women Voters· to debate with
Kennedy and Carter on Feb. 19 in
New Hampshire. The other two
candidates are reportedly considering the offer.
"Our sense is that if Carter can
spend a half hour on 'Meet the
Press' he could appear in a
debate," Rivers said.
Carter's inaccessability was
mirrored on the Republican side
by Reagan, who tried to stay
above the political fray.
Sen. Howard Baker (R-Tenn.),
who placed third in Iowa with
only half the percentage of
Reagan (13.9 percent), is bound
to gain from Bush's victory, according to John Michels, vice
chairman of Baker's state campaign.
''Reagan was shot out of the
position of being the clear frontrunner," said Michels. "That
puts Bush under the spotlight and
people are going to find out he's
really a conservative. Baker is
the one who is in the center.
''Six weeks ago Baker had no
organization in Iowa at all
because he was preoccupied with
his senate duties. In six weeks he
put together an organization that
was almost as good as the one
that Bush and Reagan spent
years on.''
Baker, who plans to spend 18
days campaigning in New Hampshire, is hoping for at least
another third place finish.
"If Howard Baker finishes
fourth in a number of races,
we're not doing very well. But we
want to be perceived as having
done well. Suppose Bush, Baker
and Reagan all got 25 percent of
the vote. They would say Baker
was the winner.''
Another Republican perceived
as a "moderate" who was glad to
see Reagan toppled is Rep. John

Anderson (R-Ill.).
A student must have
"Bush will come under more to Compos.
Stoke out-key to enter the
scrutiny now," said Tom Burns, abuilding
Thursday, Friday and
an Anderson field representative. Saturdayonnights.
And Fox said
foreign
his
that
see
"People will
in keeping
effective
been
has
this
policy views have been CIA-ish
out of the building except
and close to the belt, while his alcohol
those people who are of legal
domestic policies are just_run-of- for
,
age.
view.''
the-mill Republican
nights have
security
"The
Burns said Anderson suca lot since my freshman
ceeded in separating himself helped
said Compos.
from the rest of _the Republicans year,''
said even though these
Fox
debate,
Iowa
televised
the
during
taken in an athave
steps
and since then his "name tempt to cutbeen
down on the amount
recognition has skyrocketed."
Stoke's damage, something
A conservative candidate who of
is needed.
more
was
expected
as
well
as
do
not
did
people who live
"Students,
former Texas Gov. John Con- 'here are the the
ones who can
only
nally, who only received 9.7 perof vandalism we
cent of the vote. His strength is stop 'the amount
here,'' he said. ''T!t~re ar~ no
not expected to show until the get
(the adm1mstrabon)
policies
southern state primaries later can set, we
we can say that
nothing
this spring. He, too, has tQ sur- will stop the problem."
.
vive New Hampshire.
He said there are two maJor
The Granite State could also steps
students must take in
make or break the - other order which
Stoke's vandalism.
stop
to
Republican candidates as well.
"First, students must start to
Rep. Phillip Crane (R-Ill.), Sen. take
responsibility for their
Robert Dole (R-Kan.) and An- own more
and those of their
actions
derson join Connally in needing friends.''
good showings in the state to stay
''Second, students must learn
alive.
have more respect for the
The fate of Crane and Dole to
and treat it as they
building
depends to a great extent on how would a home", Fox said. "If
Reagan does. Should he gather they tried some of the stuff they
momentum in New Hampshire, do here out in the "real world," -,
they might be pressured into
in a apartment - they would
dropping out to avoid depriving like
evicted."
be
Reagan of important right-wing
Until these changes are made
support.
by the students, both Fox and
But one thing is clear: there is Compos
said needless vandalism
still plenty of time for any of the will continue
in Stoke - even by
candidates to make a move.
Said Ellis Woodward of the its own residents.
Carter campaign: ''Four-and-ahalf weeks is an eternity in
primary politics."

Vandalis ni
VANDALISM
continued from page 16
perfect solution to the problem."
Security nights have helped the
problem of vandalism, according

VlsrA

Put yourself where
you're needed.
Volunteers In Service To America
VISTA, Washington, D.C. 20525

PAGE SEVENTEEN

USINESS ORIENTED.
If you are, further your experi~n~e by
applying for the Student Act1vity
Fee Council Assistant·
Business Manager position

AN OPPORTU NITY ...

Salaried, flexible hours, possible
credited internship, financial
management experience for further information contact
SueinRm54
MUB or call 862-1013 or 749-3846

APAR TMEN T
TV ANTEN NA

800-424-858 0

~

~1: {QI
WINE GARD ®~Q
FAMOUSLASTWORDS: "I CANDO A BETTER
JOB THAN THE GUY ON THE RADIO''

You have to have more than a mouth to be a D.J. It takes skill,
. a good knowledge of different kinds of music and a whole lot of
dedication. If you think you can cut it, WUNH wants to give you a
chance. Our New People's meeting is Monday, January 28 at 7:30
p.m. in the Senate Merrimac Room of the MUB. We also have
openings for Public Affairs, Reporters, Engineers and Sports
Writers.
We're the fastest growing, most dynamic student organization
on campus-this is your chance to help us and do something that's
enjoyable and rewarding

Works just like a pole lamp. Easy to put up,
easy to take down. Small enough to fit
almost anywhere. Replaces and
outperforms TV rabbit ears and many
master antenna systems. Great reception
of all channels 2-69. No rods to adjust.
Install it and forget it.
Compact, attractive design. Made of light,
but strong silver anodized aluminum.
MODEL AT-5000: Includes everything you
need: antenna, floor-to-ceiling pole
(adjusts from 7-1/2 to 9') and 25-ft. of high
quality coaxial TV cable with connectors.

AT.;5000 FOR
INSIDE -USE.
ONLY

AMERICAN RADIO CORP.
WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS

FREEWAVES FOR THE '80's--WUNH

6th AT CHESTNUT STS.
DOVER, NH 03820
(603) 742-6800

. ',. Tl:-fE'NEW HAfv1PSl-itRE PRlr5Av,,'"JANUARY'2s,' '1980

Drollinger, Delph feature~ -,

Cagers host

-~IA

tonight

\

By-Bill Nader

tain Paul Dufour. "They are
Lord have mercy. The slum- easily the best team we've faced
ping 2-13 UNH basketball team so far. They are well-drilled and
faces a difficult task in matching have been playing together a long
up against a divine group of time."
basketball talent known as
The average age for AIA is
'Athletes In Action.
slightly over 24 years old which
Athletes In Action (AIA) is the makes Gerry Friel's young team
athletic ministry of Campus _look like a babe in diapers.
Crusade for Christ International.
Ralph Drollinger, 7-2, 250 lb.
Their purpose is to present the former UCLA center, first turned
message of Jesus Christ to the down a chance to sign with the
sports world and use the platform • Boston Celtics and later rejected
that athletics provides to in- a $400,000 three-year no-cut controduce others to the message of tract with the New Jersey Nets to
Jesus Christ.
play for AIA. He is averaging 12.9
AIA finished with a 28-5 mark points a game and 6.2 rebounds.
last year including 19 wins in
AIA is coached by Jim Poteet
their last 20 games. They
defeated Arkansas, Marquette,
Nevada-Las Vegas, Ohio · State T Tl\.TH
and the Coaches All-American U 1 l .
team, to name a few.
This year is somewhat of an off- HIGHLIGHTS
season for AIA. They opened up
continued from page 20
with 13 consecutive wins before
dropping three straight to North season; five wins ]n the Yankee
NCAA Conference was the most ever, as
Carolina,
defending
Champion Michigan St. and Ohio were assists in one game (team State. AIA currently owns a 23-11 24) and in a season (356).
record and a three game winning
April 4 - John Gray, 71-72 capstreak over Marquette, Califor- tain Dick Umile and Guy Smith
are all drafted by the newly fornia St.-Sacramento and UMass.
"I played against them in my tned New England Whalers of the
freshman year," said senior cap- - WHA . .Gray later went on to play

who is in his first year replacing
Bill Oates. Six players -returned
from last year's team including
playmaking guard and assistant
coach Brad Hoffman (North
Carolina) and four-year starter
Tim Hall. Drollinger, Marvin
Delph
(Arkansas),
Derrick
Jackson (Georgetown), and Ron
Gottschalk of Vermont are the
others.
"It should be a lot of fun," said
freshman guard Robin Dixon. "I
remember watching Marvin
Delph play on television.-"
This time Dixon will get a
chance to see Delph in person.
Lord have mercy.
·

sports h,g·hl,g·hts

.,._

for the Winnipeg Jets . .
Former football/wrestler turned pro boxer, Cliff MacDonald,
was kayoed in the first round of
the title bout for the vacant New
England Heavyweight boxing
crown by Doug Kirk, a bricklayer
from Lowell. MacDonald hit the
canvas three times before the ref
stopped the bout at 2: 41 of the
,,-,m,.. Y".V(·',,,,M=,::.:,~··:,~J:.-::" .. ,, .... t:t=:~n::::m:::,~ .::::-,:~,=~:P"-~=k.S.t¼w.tsA,.\<. .. •'c cLL#?":h ~. fir~~{~~:~h Tom Upham resigns

fat

SPOR T. SHOR TiS-N

i:I from
position
only four
years.his
Upham
led after
the Wildcats
to
Il finishes of 7,5 and eighth in the
@[ last three years and a third place
1
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·
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-

i-~[~~:~~?~:~~

Football rescheduled

f_i_;_:_i_:_:_i

Ml _the expenditures for the program
Il and his salary as "impossible" to

W
11111

Ml

There has been a change i~ the 1980 UNH football schedule.
Because of a scheduling conflict. the UConn game, · originally

I ;l:,.1;':~,?n~to!"J"cti/::,!';:~ ;::,h:~.ed to

I

Sept. 6 leaving

l:II

III ~: with a nd build a

Ii

the -1

Women's basketball

1~~i~f~ri~~~~~:[.:1:E~:!~!1::t·b~~~~J:l;
mi

™
1
1.-_,:_:_:_.,;_i
,i,._':_:!,,:._·.

The Wildcats are presently 9-3 on the season and this tour- /nament will play a decisive role in their march towards a playoff

Iberth.

Men's track llleet

I The Men's track
@

squad will

It Paul Sweet Oval at 12:00.

host atri-meet tomorrow at the

I] .

UNH will nost Vermont and Bates College and the meet, accordmg_to UNH coach John Copeland will be ados_e QDe,._
•
It "Where UVM is weak, Bates is strong and visa-versa," said
Ki Copeland earlier this week. · The meet should be real com1l:jij: petitive_._,,

Iw~~~~==~=~S:~; :.~;~ ~~rr~

I

I:iK~S~ifu~~:~;~~;_·; ::::r~:e::~:
~a3:ie;,·riday, the Wildcats take on Potsdam State, a team which

II!

UNH hosts ·D iv. I ski~ng

•t. _~;-;,_

?:>

Top quality competition will be on display Thursday and
Friday as the University t'.f New Hampshire hosts a Division I
Alpine ski event at Waterville Valley. The meet is also an NCAA
qualifying event.
Among the 10 teams participating in the competition are
Vermont, Dartmouth and Middlebury. UVM, whi~h will host the
Nf.C:AAhedchah~pdio~shihps in ~a1chM,'Y!dodln thbe Easterns last ydear, and
1ms
t ir m t e nabun. 1 e ury was secon among
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winning

1

April 11 - Guy Smith and Gordie Clark are named to the ECAC
All-East squad.
Basketball coach Gerry Friel
lands Littleton's (N.H.) Rich
Gale (who later rose to stardom
with the Kansas City Royals of
baseball's American league) and
Wayne Morrison who would later
become captain.
April 18 - Bill Beaney is elected captain of the 1972-73 hockey
team. Beaney tallied 65 points
over his first two _years and

i:1_:l_:_:l_-,l,,•_;,1_,
_:\

became only the third junior to be
elected captain. ·
April 21 - More hockey honors
are bestowed upon UNH. Guy
Smith and Gordie Clark are
named to the first team All-New
England squad; Bob Smith is the
goalie on the second team. Clark
also won the Sophomore-of-theyear honors and John Gray is
voted as the East's Most Improved Player.
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! Jan, 27 NANOOK OF THE NORTH: Directed by Robert Flaherty.
*
1922, 55 minutes with a music track,
*
*
* NANOOK OF THE NORTH tells nothing more than the simple story
! of the life of an Eskimo and his family, But in Flaherty's hands, this
!
* story becomes, even fifty years later, one of the most compelling and
*
* beautifully told stories on film_ Flaherty has been labeled the "father
*
! of modern documentary" for his contribution in film .
!
*
Jan. 31 PICNIC AT HANGING ROCK: Directed by Peter Weir. *
*
Cast: Rachel Roberts, Dominic Guard, Anne Lambert 1978. *
!
110 minutes,
;
*
The time is 1900, and the place is provincial Australia: the most repres- *
*
sive tenents of the Victorian behavioral code, especially regarding *
;
sexuality, are rigidly enforced, As a treat, the young ladies of Apple- ;
*
yard College (a finishing school for adolescent ladies) are to be taken *
*
on an edu9ational outing to the base of Hanging Rock, a massive *
!formation
Four girls explore ;
*
the rock more closely, Two of them disappear, One girl is rescued *
*
some days later but never speaks about what happened on Hanging *
;
Rock, Nor does the film, based on a thriller by Joan Lindsay, offer any ;
*
definite explanation_ Thi_s horrific tale is full of enigmatic silences, *
*
which create a nice, ironic tension between the film's genteel manner *
!
and its really quite ferocious theme,
;
:
Feb , 3
MODERN TIMES/METROPOLIS
Double Feature
:
*
MODERN TIMES: Directed by Charles Chaplin·. Cast:
*
Charles Chaplin _ 1936, 89 minutes_
*
!*
METROPOLIS: Directed by Fritz Lang, Cast: Brigitte
;
*
Helm, Gustav Frolich, 1926, 93 minutes with a music score.
*
* Both films are classic social satires: one made in Germany and the
*
! other in the United States, Chaplin confronts the machine age in one
!
*
* of the funniest -films of all time, Chaplin produced, directed and
in this brilliant, funny film,
*
*; starred
METROPOLIS is seen today as the triumph of form over content
*
* There are two classes of people in Metropolis; the aristocracy who
;
; _ live in pleasure above ground, and the working class, living a life of
*
* squalor below ground,
;
*
One showing at 7:00 p,m, There will be an intermission,
*
Feb, 7
LOVE ON THE RUN: Directed by Francois Truffaut, Cast: *
*
!
Jean-Pierre Leaud and Marie-France Pisier, 1978. 95 minutes, !
*
LOVE ON THE RUN is Truffaut's newest and fifth autobiographical *
;
account of Antoine Doinel (400 Blows), Truffaut picks up with Antoine. *
*
now a novelist. on the eve of his divorce with Christine, Truffaut ;
*
cagiiy shifts the audience 's perspective on all characters. As for *
;
Antoine , his plot for a new novel turns out to be a major clue as to his *
*
recent behavior. The nemesis from the 400 Blows turns up to help ;
*
Antoine understand his bitter relationship with his now dead mother, *
**
***
*
!*
******************************
:
•
**
*
*
All shows 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.
it
*
* Location: Strafford Room, Memqrial Union Building, UNH ,tt
*
!
it
Admission: Thursdays $1.00
it
;
*
it
Sundays 75C:
-tt
*
!
*
or
•
*
*
*
Season Pass: 14 film credits tor S6,50
••
***
:
*****************************•
*
*
*
•**************************~***************************~*****
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.Junior gymnast Karin Arneberg performs on the vaulting
during UNH's recent sweep of Temple University ana
Springfield. (Nancy Hobbs photo)
~
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Wildcats lose to Yale, 81-62

HOOP

, continued from page 20
honors himself.
"I was surprised that when
they (UNH) went zone that I was
able to move the ball inside effectively," said Zigerelli.
.
UNH picked up the tempo early
in the second half and quickly cut
the Yale lead to 36-31. Yale's star
freshman Steve Leondis (16 pts.)
traded a pair of baskets with his
counterpart (Dixon) before the
Elis broke the game open with
eight straight points.

UNH made another mild run at
Yale, but Maturo erased any
doubt with his five second half
points coming in less than one
minute of play. After burying a
bomb, he picked off a missed free
throw and converted it into a
three point play.
Mike Keeler and Bobby Neely,
the two UNH inside threats, were
held to only ten points from the
field on a combined effort of five
for 17.
"Once the ball went down on
the post, we collapsed down and
made them kick the ball back
out," said Yale coach Ray
Carazo. "We did not do anything
special but the key was the easy

transition baskets."
Robin Dixon finished with a
game high 20 points. But, he said,
"I still missed three clutch shots.
"The coaches are doing the job
and right now it's up to us to
execute.''
The season is far from over
with 11 games remaining after
tonight's
exhibition
against
Athletes In Action. Coach Friel's
crew may be seeing a mirage of
land of ahead but there are still
troubled waters
Northeastern
(home
and
away), URI, Holy Cross and BU
are a few of the teams the Wildcats play before the much
awaited showdown with winless
UMass.

,.

at

l4'resn111aaa Andy Brickley, a walk-on here UNH, recorded his
first collegiate hattrick Tuesday against Dartmouth College.
UNH, however, lost the contest, 7-4. (Bill
photo)

UNH hows to Green
HOCKEY

continued from page 20

•

Wildcat wrestling captain Chet Davis had a tough time in handling URl's Lee Speigel who is
currently ranked thiril in the country. Davis' 14-71oss epitomized the Wildcats' night against the
Rams, who won 39-3 on Wednesday. (Bill Hill photo)
·

McGuirk sets mark

Swimmers glide, 67-39
ByPamDey

·

They lost Saturday but improved their times.
Yet, on Wednesday, the UNH men's swim·:
team added the sweet thrill of a 67-39 victory :
over Colby t~ continued _clock improvements.
The Wildcat splashers had won before the
meet began. Colby Coach Dave Bright said,
"My swimmers shifted events to see what kinds
of times we'd get because we knew we couldn't

w1n."

-

UNH co-captain Jeff Cherrington didn't anticipate such remarkable results, "I didn't expect to win as easily as we did,'' he said.
Cherrington won the 2()0 yard breaststroke
topping his previous best by one second. "I was
surprised," said Cherrington. "It's rare for
swimmers to do their best times so early in the
season.''
Freshman Mike McGuirk, nicknamed
"Animal" for his ability to endure, triumphed
also and slashed the pool record by·u seconds
in the 1000 yard freestyle. The previous record
was set by McGuirk last December.
McGuirk also swam for a tight second place
in the 200 yard butterfly but won the event
following a disqualification of Colby's Glenn
Currier.
McGruirk then placed third one event later in
the 500 yard freestyle.

'

Cherrington said, "He swims the three
thoughest events. He just goes out there and
does it."
Divers Brett and Kent Cherrington accumulated personal best scores in the one
meter diving. Brett improved by six points and
Kent by 26, to claim first and third respectively. · ,
A pleased UNH coach, Frank Helies
described this season as Brett's best so far.
"He's diving excellent-way over his head."
Cherrington (Brett) said, "I've been working
on a couple of harder dives and have been improving. I'm hoping the trend will continue to
go that way."
Cherrington's (Brett) trend is becoming
somewhat of a norm with the UNH men's swim
team.
Sophomore Jeff Growney bested his personal
.time in the 200 yard backstroke and knocked
six seconds off his time in the 200 yard individual medley to win the event. He
backstroked the beginning leg of the 400 yard
medley relay.
The team of Fred Ludvigsen, Ed Landry, and
John Colbert concluded the event with a win
~nd the fifth best time in UNH history for the
event.

said Brickley. "If you lose, it
doesn't matter how many goals
you score."
·
According to Dartmouth mentor, George Crowe, the difference
was Dartmouth's play in the third
period.
"I think we started to move the
puck more," ·he said. "The third
period we just got back to basics
and pressured them (UNH) back
into their own zone."
·
UNH coach Charlie Holt said
the Wildcats had planned a more
aggressive attack for the third
period by attempting to send both
the center and right wing in deep
to forecheck.
"We tried," Holt would moan
later. "We . tried to be more
aggressive, to commit two men
in their (Dartmouth's) end on the
forecheck. I don't think we accomplished it ... no, I know we
didn't."
By committing two men, UNH
opened up the center-ice, normally an area which it utilizes to
set up offensive attacks.
"But we got them to turn it
over," said Crowe, "and it really
opened up center ice. That's what
really kills you - turning it over at
center ice."
''This is a tough place to play
in,'' he continued, ''because UNH
has these players that hang and
float and they got these cherry
pickers out there.''
However, the only cherry
picker Tuesday was Brickley. His
second goal of the night would
even the mark at 3-3, yet it was
the last brilliance for the UNH
power play (.103 percentage; 8
for 78) and UNH before Dart_mouth's three goal blitz.

The man Brickley victimized
thrice, Big ,Green goalie Bob
Gaudet, applauded Brickley's
play. "The first goal was a good
move," he said. "He went between my legs and I didn't expect
that."
But there wasn't much else
which Gaudet didn't expect except the low number of UNH
shots (26).
''They're a pretty good offensive team," the slender junior
said of UNH, "but they didn't
take a whole lot of shots."
The big guns, as they have been
all year long, for Dartmouth
were senior co-captains Ross
Brownridge and Dennis Murphy
who each tallied twice.
Yet, the scoring antics by the
Brownridg-e - Murphy connection
, wasn't the tteaviest toll taken by
Big Greeb shooters. UNH goalie
~ Melilti (33 saves) was focced
to leave the game with six
minutes 11ft in the third period af-..
ter taldlW • full force of a Rick
Wilsol! ~ shot _flush on his
collar--~
•
For
_ . for Moffett, the
bone · broken, but his
~vailatJitle·l r action is on a day
bydayllesl&.
Ice C'ttif;,s: Dartmouth is
aiming fer one more win which
would f)ltt them three games over
.500 and a,lmost assure them of a
first in 1be Ivy League division~
and a ~ f berth ... Brickley,
surprisitqjly enough, is a walk,on... D ~ t h coach Crowe's
daughter, Patti, is a freshman at
UNH _ , pays on the UNH
women's lee hockey team ... Chris
Pryor ~ the Dartmouth
game with ,tr bad cold and illness
forced ~ a n John DiNapoli
to sit Oll8 ate second and third
periods:
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Ch.a ritahle Cats give two away
Hoopsters
drubbed by

,Brownridge, Murphy tally twice
each in -Dartmouth's 7-4 win

Yale Elis
By Bill Nader
It has been a long season for
UNH basketball. Yale handed the
Wildcats their sixth straight
defeat, 81-62, on Wednesday night
in the Payne Whitney Gymnasium . .
"It's frustrating,," said UNH
coach Gerry Friel. "The effort is
there and I can't complain. I
think at times they are playing
very well and at times they are
playing on emotion alone.''
The Elis were led by sharpshooting senior guard Frank
Maturo (18 pts.) and his 5'9" sidekick Larry Zigerelli (12 assists).
Catch-up
basketball _ has
plagued UNH throughout the
season and once again the Wildcats fell victim to their slow
motion-like start, trailing 25-13
with 8: 52 left in the half.
Freshman Robin Dixon, starting in his first collegiate game,
pumped in eight of the 13 UNH
points during that stretch.
Yale's answer to Dixon was a
balanced offense. Maturo controlled the outside work with his
high percentage 18 foot jumpers
and Zigerelli provided the
penetration, dishing off lay-up
leading passes or performing the
HOOP, p~ge 19

UNH guard Robin Dixon goes up for two of his 20 points against
Yale on Wednesday. The Wildcats, however, couldn't
caeitalize on Dixon's scoring and dropped another to Yale.
( BIii Nader photo)

By Lee Hunsaker
Like an ominous thundercloud
about to block out the sun from
the sk~, the seemingly inevitable
doom of missing the playoffs
draws closer and closer for the
UNH hockey team.
Placed in the uncomfortable
position of having to win six of the
next ten games, the 9-11 Wildcats
(6-8 in Division I) must counter
several large obstacles.
The first is tomorrow night's
game against Vermopt, currently
ranked as the third best team in
the east. Another is winning a
game in Snively Arena.
The Wildcats' last Division I
victory in Snively came on
December 28 of last year when
they downed Princeton, 6-1, in the
first round, of the Blue-White
tournament.
UNH coach Charlie Holt could
only wonder philosophically
about Vermont, Tuesday.
he
pondered,
. "UVM,"
"they'll be tough. But that's the
nature of the beast right now."
The Catamounts ~re having
one of their best seasons in a long
time, presently sitting fourth in
the nation with an 8-3 record.
Leading the pack is junior ·
Craig Homola (20-27-47) who
made headlines a month ago by
turning down Herb Brook's

Olympic offer to join the U.S.
squad. Right behind him is Tom
Cullity at 1'6-24-40 and AllAmerican defenseman Louis
Cote at 4-28-32.
Cote is closing in on the season
assist mark (39) and leads a
stubborn defense backboned by
junior netminder Sylvan Turcotte.
Turcotte, after 13 games, has
an exceptional 3. 71 goals against
average (2. 71 in ECAC competition) with a saves percentage at
.882.

•

UVM just lost to Providence, 21, snapping an ·eight game winning streak. Before the Friars,
UVM registered two big wins
against Clarkson (6-4) and
Boston University (7-2).
On Tuesday, Dartmouth
College (8-8 overall, 7-5 in
Division I) continued its winning
streak over UNH (since the
ECAC finals last year, the last
time UNH defeated Dartmouth)
with an impressive 7-4 win.
Three goals in five minutes
during the third period spelled
the loss for the Wildcats, despite
the hat trick performance of
freshmap sensation Andy
Brickley.
"It takes away everything,"
- HOCKEY, page 19

the ·new ·h ampshire

·sports

Rams flex muscles;
Wildcats wilt, 39-3 ·
By Larry McGrath
Leaving bodies strewn in their
wake, the mighty Rams of Rhode
Island invaded Durham on Wednesday crushing the Wildcat
wrestlers, 39-3.
URI, ranked 20th nationally,
jumped out to a 24-0 lead and
never looked back. Only junior
co-captain Bruce Cerullo's 9-5
victory over,Clarence Briggs in
the 158 lbs. weight class prevented the Cats from being shutout.
UNH coach Jim Urquhart, a
former URI grappler himself,
knew the Rams would be strong.
"We expected URI to be tough
and they were,'' he said.
The Rhode Island squad boasts
three performers ranked in the
top six in the countr~. Lee Speigel
at 167 lbs. is ranked third, Dom
Macchia at 158 lbs. is fourth and
Bob Eon is rated sixth at 142 lbs.~
Eon is also a 1980 Summer Olympic hopeful in the Greco-Roman

wrestling competition.

. The first 'two matches of the
night gave evidence of the carnage that was about to occur. As
what is rapidly becq_ming a New
Hampshire tradition, the 118 lbs
forfeit took place once more.
UNH's John Boghos then was
pinned 3:24 into his match with
Mike Macchia.
Doug McAllister, Vince Brophy
(pin) and Marc Brown fell in succession to Dean Dagarabian,
Eon, and Barry Chooligan
respectively, all of URI. ·
Cerullo broke that string as he
butted heads (literally) with
Briggs of URI (Dom Macchia sat
out this match to make weight for
an upcoming match).
The Wakefield, Mass., native
set the tone of the match early as
he lifted Briggs high off the mat
and slammed him down with

WRESTLING, page 4

The 70's
This is the third in a ten_part series covering the sports
highlights at UNH as th~y
were reported in the pages of
The New Hampshire.
·i972, perhaps more than
any other year to come, would
be a turning point in New

Hampshire athletics. The
football squad makes its big
push toward the Yankee Conference crown under new
head coach Bill Bowes; the
NCAA votes to allow freshmen to play varsity sports
and _internationally a UNH

-A

This shot by Dartmouth's Rick Wilson (puck is to the right of UNH) caught UNH goalie Greg
Moffett square on the collar bone forcing him to leave the game which Dartmouth won, 7-4. Moffett's availability is uncertain as the Cats host UVM tomorrow. (Bill Hill photo)

Wildcat Sports Perspective

grad carried the United
States' hopes in.- the Olympic
decathlon.
Jan. 7 - William Bowes, who
had served as an assistant coach
under Joe Yu)dca at UNH and
Boston College, is named as the
new UNH head coach succeeding
Jim Root who left for William and
Mary.
Jan. 8 - At the 66th annual convention in Hollywood, Florida,
NCAA delegates vote 94-67 to
allow freshmen to partici:.,ate on
all varsity squads including football and basketball, thereby en- '

ding the Ivy · League's cancellation of · many games with
other schools on the basis of
freshmen participation.
Feb. 22 - Former UNH hockey
captain Brad Houston (1966) is
named the new head coach at
Colgate University succeeding
Ron Ryan who left to become
manager of The New England
Whalers in the newly former
WHA. Ryan was the assistant
coach and had played as a playercoach for Johannesburg in the
South
African
Hockey
Association and starred for Bad-

Nauheim in the top German
league before becoming the head
coach at Colgate.
March 7 - UNH defeats Penn,
5-3, to earn their first berth in the
ECAC semi-finals and a trip to
Boston Garden.
Dwight Peters (who would
later become ass't. basketball
coach and tennis coach at UNH)
is named to the All-Yankee Conference Academic team (must
have a B average or better).
March 10 - Cornell downs
UNH, 6-3, in the semi-finals at
Boston Garden; later UNH would

defeat Harvard, A-1, for third
place.
March 14 - UNH basketball
completes its most successful
season since 1927 with a 14-9
mark. In addition, nine schools
records were broken: senior captain Dave Pemberton went 140
for 242 in field goals for a 57.9
percentage and he collected a
career high 897 rebounds; Eric
Feragr;ie had 21 consecutive free
throws in four games, 13 assists
against Brandeis and 162 in a
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